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Dylan Green
8lbs PB
local gravel pit

Tel:

07936 409912

email: enquiries@sandwichlakes.co.uk

www.sandwichlakes.co.uk
Sandwich Ash Road (A257), Near Canterbury CT3 2DA

FREE
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The
Glorious
16th is
almost
here!

photo
courtesy
of David Tancred

A

nother Close Season is drawing to an end and
June 16th heralds a new season on the banks of our region's rivers. I daresay the past three months have felt
like an eternity to the river stalwarts, but I am sure that the wait will have been worthwhile!

Rainfall has been exceptionally low this Spring, April's rainfall was only around 25% of what we would normally receive. May has also seen
very little in the way of ‘liquid refreshment’ for the lakes and rivers and the subsequent water flow is rather sluggish. However, the rivers I
have seen on my travels appear to look in good health even though they would benefit from a top up. I wish everyone the best good fortune
on their new river fishing campaigns and I hope all the planning and preparation bears fruit and a new PB!
The May front cover photo of Ray Harris and his amazing brace of rudd has brought a huge amount of feedback from so many readers. It has
been described as ‘the best front cover photo in the Freshwater Informer’s history!’ by one reader. Chris Ball described it as ‘truly stunning’
and Jim Gibbinson said it was ‘stupendous’, praise indeed from two such eminent anglers! I was really hoping that I would receive a
memorable photo of the iconic tench, synonymous with the New Season and Summer so I was truly delighted to receive Dylan’s photo to
grace this issue’s front cover. The detail of the fish is incredible and what a prize for Dylan! I am sure that you agree that this was a worthy
photograph for our June edition!
I managed to get a day’s fishing in myself during May. I had a day at the pretty Coombewood Fishery near High Halden and fished the
front/match lake. It wasn’t a water that I had fished previously or had much knowledge of, but I caught a few and thoroughly enjoyed my day
in the beautiful Kent countryside. I also had another day’s fishing at Marshside Fishery, one of Wantsum AA’s waters, the following week, but
unfortunately the fish had just begun to show signs of spawning and weren't feeding at all. Nil points on that day I am afraid, but some nice
scenic photos for my eﬀorts!
I hope you enjoyed the first of the Environment Agency’s quarterly updates in the May magazine. It is great to see some of the good work
that the EA performs in our region. The EA, as an organisation, does receive a lot of stick nationally, but the dedication of our local fisheries
team is undaunting and the commitment to their work and fishing is second to none. They are anglers as well!
Many thanks to everyone for their reports, photos and news. We have tried to accommodate as many as we could possibly fit in, but
unfortunately ran out of pages in this issue! I will be at the South of England Show from 1012 June on the Cinder Hill Trout Fishing stand so
if you are visiting the showground during the weekend, please come over and say hello! I look forward to meeting you!

Enjoy your fishing! Barry Reed
The Freshwater Informer
6 Meadow Way | Wouldham | Rochester ME1 3GR
e: barnic@btinternet.com

COPY DEADLINE for JULY 2022

MONDAY 20th June 2022 at 5pm

01634 869317
07722 025449

The Freshwater Informer cannot accept responsibility for the quality of
goods or services advertised in this publication. All views expressed are
those of the contributors concerned. All images received are accepted
as being true and accurate and as described.

HENFOLD BAIT & TACKLE Henfold Lakes, Henfold Lane, Newdigate RH5 4RW

TACKLE HIRE AND TUITION AVAILABLE

07956 043922
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Fishery Reports
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Tricklebrook
Fishery
Five Oak Green
Kent
Andy - 22lbs Old Lake

Andy - 33lbs Old Lake

Charlie Young

Graham Beadle - 20lbs Old Lake

Colin Rutty - 26lbs 8ozs

Graham Beadle - 21lbs Old Lake

Ian Parson - 30lbs 2ozs New Lake

Jason Barnard - 21lbs 4ozs

Laura Norman - 24lbs 8ozs

Ryan - 29lbs 2ozs Old Lake

Lee Young

Lee Young - 27lbs Old Lake

Charlie Young and Dad Lee
at Tricklebrook

21lbs - Old Lake

Graham Beadle - 22lbs 8ozs

New PB for Owen Browne!

25lbs NEW PB

Owen Browne sent in this report after breaking his PB yet again!:
“Hi Barry! I didn’t think I would be in touch with you so soon, especially about a new
Common PB after speaking with you only a few days ago about the same thing.
I did another day session at Tricklebrook Fishery on the new speci and managed to
have 4 bites and landed 3 fish. The biggest was a new common PB at 25lbs!
I messaged you around a year ago about an 18lbs 8ozs mirror from the new speci and
crazily managed to re-catch him at a cracking 23lbs. It’s great to see the weight gain!!
I ended the trip with a lovely 20lbs 8ozs common." Kind regards, Owen Browne

Well done Owen, top angling!
20lbs 8ozs
23lbs recapture
Friends round
for lunch!
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This fantastic coarse fishery consists of two very well stocked lakes.
A 4 acre specimen lake stocked with big Catfish up to 50lbs, huge Carp
up to 40lbs, big Perch up to 6lbs and beautiful Roach over 3lbs. And a 1 acre
match fishing lake teaming with a variety of species weighing up to 28lbs.

find us on facebook and instagram
.

TEL 07743 955812 | 01892 835453 | EMAIL info@tricklebrookfishery.co.uk
Tricklebrook Fishery | Colts Hill | Five Oak Green | TN12 6SH
Telephone bookings are to be paid in advance and are non-refundable • Credit and Debit cards now accepted

LAKE RULES
11. NO FIXED LEAD RIGS. ALL LEADS MUST PASS FREELY OVER LEADER
KNOTS. RIG CHECKS WILL BE CARRIED OUT

1.

A TICKET MUST BE PURCHASED BEFORE FISHING

2.

ALL NETS, UNHOOKING MATS AND WEIGH SLINGS MUST BE DRY BEFORE
DIPPING IN THE DISINFECTANT BATHS

3.

NO NUTS OR PARTICLE

12. RECREATIONAL DRUGS WILL NOT BE TOLERATED - IMMEDIATE BAN
FOLLOWS

4.

BOILIE AND PELLET ONLY FOR SPECIMEN AND BACK LAKE - ALL BAIT
WILL BE INSPECTED

13. PLEASE INFORM FISHERY MANAGEMENT OF ANY SNAGGED TACKLE
OR FISH

5.

ALL FISH MUST BE RETURNED TO THE WATER AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE
FOLLOWING CAPTURE. NO STANDING. FISH MUST BE HELD LOW OVER A
MAT/CRADLE FOR PHOTOGRAPHS

14. ANY FISH OVER 28LB MUST BE REPORTED TO BAILIFF

6.

MINIMUM 15LB LINE AND NO BRAIDED MAIN LINE

17. NO BAIT BOATS

7.

NO SACKING OR RETAINING OF FISH IS PERMITTED. THE REMOVAL OF
FISH FROM THIS VENUE WILL BE VIEWED AS A CRIMINAL ACT

8.

EACH ANGLER MUST HAVE A MINIMUM OF 42 INCH LANDING NET AND A
LARGE PADDED UNHOOKING MAT/CRADLE REGARDLESS OF TARGET
SPECIES ON SPECIMEN AND BACK LAKE

18. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH ANY OF THE RULES WILL RESULT IN BEING
ASKED TO LEAVE AND/OR BANS WHERE APPROPRIATE AND NO REFUND
WILL BE OFFERED

9.

BARBLESS HOOKS ONLY

10. NO LEAD CORE, NO FUSED LEADERS OF ANY KIND INCLUDING SAFEZONE

15. NO DOGS ALLOWED
16. BARBECUES ALLOWED IF OFF THE GROUND

19. TRICKLEBROOK IS NOW OPERATING A ZERO-TOLERANCE
POLICY TO ANY ACTS OF AGGRESSION OR ABUSE
TOWARDS ITS BAILIFFS AND STAFF
20. ALL RUBBISH TO BE TAKEN HOME

OPENING TIMES
SUMMER 7AM - 7PM WINTER 7AM TO DUSK
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Fishery Reports

Mousehole Lakes Paddock Wood, Kent

NEW CAFE

OPENING IN JUNE

Unit 2, Coopers Lane, Wincheap, Canterbury CT1 3ZD

www.canterburyboilerspares.co.uk
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Fishery Reports
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The story behind the headlines!
The front cover of the May magazine featured Ray Harris with a magnificent brace of
rudd and the photo has received an enormous amount of praise and comment from
readers. As Ray's report came in fairly late, the magazine was already at capacity with
content so we were unable to relate Ray's report, but fear no more, here is Ray's story:
"Hi Barry, It’s Ray
Harris from Ashford
Tackle that was.
I fished the MKF
syndicate lake
yesterday to target the
rudd. This is mainly a
big carp venue but the
silver fish remain
untouched. I got there about 7am
only to find a carp angler in my first
choice of swim. Having got my
electric barrow out the battery wasn’t
working so I was forced to push the
damned thing round to my second
choice of swim. I baited up with
maggot and spotted fin catalyst soft
pellet. One perch all morning of
1lb 15ozs in bright sunshine, but at
lunchtime a bit of cloud cover
resulted in my first rudd of 4lbs 6ozs.
I was resting the fish when the other
rod went resulting in a rudd of 3lbs
11ozs." Best regards, Ray Harris

4lbs 6ozs

3lbs 11ozs

Gabriels Fishery Edenbridge, Kent

We have been busy
here at Gabriels! We
closed Admiral Lake
for 4 days to carry
out maintenance
work to the paths
and swims. Darren,
Chris, Derek and
David worked
wonders and half
was completed during those four days.

We are continuing
the other half of
swims and paths
and other items
during the end of
May.
Prior to closing Admiral Lake there were some lovely fish coming out. Freddie had a
32lbs and Russell had a 28lbs 1oz. Oak Lake produced the lovely Grass carp.

Advance bookings on all lakes can be made by phoning the bait and tackle shop on 01732 865355 during opening hours
(7am -7pm 7 days a week) or you can still turn up and pay on the day as we’ve always done.

Big Claygate eel for Robin Piper!
Robin Piper is a regular
correspondent to the magazine and
he phoned me last week to say that
he had a big eel from Claygate
Lakes. Robin posted some photos
and a report of the eel which arrived
yesterday.
“Hi Barry, Please find enclosed a few
photos of the eel that I caught on Lake
Eva at Claygate. It was weighed on my
scales at 5lbs 8ozs and was caught on
the tail end of a prawn on a size 12
Pallatrax Gripz hook with a free running
half ounce Stonze weight and 8lbs bs
line. I had to call Dave, the owner at
Claygate, to help me get it on the bank
as my landing net was too small so we
had to use another angler's net!”
Regards, Robin
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Fishery Reports

Beaver Fishery Lingfield, Surrey
Unfortunately there isn’t enough room for all your captures, so here are some
of the highlights, firsts and PBs that have been reported to us over the past
month. Well done and good angling to the following:
Snipe Lake has seen the first bit of spawning action so we closed it for a
week to let that settle down, there will be more spawning any moment so
keep an eye on Facebook for more info on that.We have seen commons come
out to 33lbs 6ozs which was caught and weighed by James Bannister,
Adam Vipond had 2 PBs in a day session when he banked mirrors at 21lbs
Jason Swift - 36lbs PB
Luke Auger - 25lbs 4ozs
and 23lbs 4ozs, Phil Clegg banked his first Snipe Lake carp which was a
27lbs common, Ian York continues to catch, banking 'Stumpy Tail' at 20lbs
1ozs, a 27lbs 4ozs common and 'Hayleys Mirror' at a lower than usual weight
of 34lbs 4ozs, but still a PB for Ian, Luke Auger had the 'Big Lin' at 25lbs
4ozs, Peter Mitchell had a PB when he banked the small grassie at 20lbs,
Richard Rollinson had a few out to 26lbs 8ozs, Mick Box was amongst the
fish again with a 22lbs 1ozs mirror and a PB common of 29lbs, Jason Swift
banked 'Hayleys Mirror' at a standard weight of 36lbs which was not only his
PB, but his first Snipe Lake fish, Connor Peppard had a great session
banking mirrors at 20lbs 8ozs, 21lbs 12ozs, 22lbs 8ozs, 27lbs 8ozs and the
'Ghostie' at 34lbs 8ozs while his pal Ed Rayner banked a 28lbs 8ozs common.
Connor and Ed - 34lbs 8ozs and 28lbs 8ozs Snipe Lake
Westlake has continued to fish really well. Marius Tarnoski banked 4 cats to
a PB of 72lbs, Chris Fellows banked his first Beaver cat at 45lbs, Peter Ellis had cats to 55lbs 2ozs,
Ross McDaniel had 5 to 49lbs 12ozs, Darren Yeo had 3 to 51lbs 2ozs, Gordon Noakes caught a few to
62lbs, Robert Henderson banked his first Beaver cat to 39lbs 1oz, Chris Bacon had a PB cat of 57lbs, Des
Vanloo banked 4 to 50lbs
10ozs, Robert Black had cats
to 55lbs on overnighters,
Darren Evans had a PB of
64lbs 8ozs, Michael Cole had
his first Beaver cat to 50lbs,
Steven Deeley had 14 cats to
57lbs, Steve Eastman had 3
cats to 54lbs and Les Franklin
banked 4 cats including 2 50’s
to 55lbs 9ozs.
Les Franklin - 55lbs 8ozs Lake PB
Marius Tarnowski - 72lbs PB

Darren Evans
Daughters Lake has continued to produce commons, mirrors and
Robert Black - 55lbs
64lbs 8ozs PB
grassies. Here are a few highlights. Wayne Jones had mirrors at
12lbs and 18lbs, a 13lbs grassie and an 18lbs common, Ricky had a 14lbs
2ozs common and a 16lbs 4ozs mirror, Simon Groves had 2 mirrors at 15lbs
and 15lbs 2ozs and 2 grassies at 20lbs 8ozs and a new PB of 23lbs 6ozs,
Tyler Green had a mirror of 13lbs 8ozs and a new PB when he banked a
grassie at 17lbs 8ozs, Sonny Colborne had a mirror of 15lbs 4ozs, Daniel
Baker had 4 mirrors to 13lbs and an 18lbs grassie, Jeff Dowing had a mirror
of 13lbs 4ozs and Dave Dillon had a mirror of 20lbs, Chris Edland banked a
mirror of 10lbs 4ozs and a grassie at 19lbs, Lester Monks banked a new PB
in the shape of a 26lbs grassie and our very own Ben had a few out including 4
Ben - 23lbs 8ozs
Simon Groves- 15lbs Daughters Lake mirrors to 12lbs 14ozs, 2 commons to 16lbs 14ozs and a 23lbs 8ozs grassie
while I managed 4 out to 16lbs 8ozs.
Majors Lake has certainly picked up over the last month again with plenty of
carp banked as well as big bream and some
cracking tench. Kevin Fay had a 15lbs common,
Danny Rogers banked mirrors at 12lbs 6ozs and
16lbs 7ozs, Mark Mercer had a 12lbs common
and a mirror of 18lbs, Michael Saxby had a new
PB when he banked a 21lbs mirror, Aaron
Willmor banked a small common, a 13lbs mirror
and a 21lbs fully scaled mirror, Chris Edland
banked a couple to 17lbs 8ozs, Simon Gore had
a 21lbs mirror, Karl Wallis had a few up to a
Aaron Willmor - 21lbs
Michael Saxby - 21lbs
19lbs 4ozs common, Graham Carter banked a
Graham Carter - 21lbs
12lbs 5ozs ghostie and a 21lbs mirror, Norman Epps banked a PB bream of 6lbs 12ozs, Dave Close banked 2 tench at
6lbs and a lovely one at 7lbs 8ozs while mate Mick Archer banked 7 bream to 6lbs and a 3lbs 8ozs tench.
Jeff’s Lake Plenty of fish are being banked as usual with a mix of species being caught by anglers. F1 Carp to 6lbs, Carp to
8lbs and Bream to 5lbs along with Perch, Roach, Skimmers and the odd Tench.
Maze Lake Lots of anglers have been doing well. Paul Kelly who had a fantastic day when he banked 33 bream, 10 F1’s
and 3 commons, Alan Cole had 16 carp, bream and tench and Jim Jessemey had 10 carp, and numerous bream.
Moat Pond This popular pond has been
producing multiple catches for day anglers as
last month, with carp being caught to just shy
of double figures, Malcolm Bishop had a nice
mirror and Fran Hill banked 6 carp.
Eden Pond Eden is now awake and producing
Tench for most anglers. A couple of examples
Riley
are John Howe banked 12 tench and a couple
of bream, Adrian Fox banked 15 tench to 4lbs, 3 crucians, 2 commons and a
bream, Dave King had 7 tench to 5lbs and 4 bream and David Lidgley had
Malcolm Bishop
Fran Hill
David Lidgley
8 green tench, 1 golden tench, 2 carp and 3 bream.
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Jack Frost Tackle Crawley. Crawley’s
Premier fishing tackle shop for carp
fishing, match fishing and sea fishing.
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The South’s LARG

• Over 400 rods on display
• Surrey and Sussex Trakker

& Nash Super Centres
• One of Sussex’s biggest
Superstores with two floors
and 3,500 square feet
WE BUY
• Free Parking
QUALITY
GOOD
SECONDHAND
TACKLE - CALL
FOR DETAILS
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Colin names his fish!

Huge PB for Billy Wells!

Colin Rutty had a great session at Tricklebrook Fishery and was given the
honour of naming his catch! Colin sent us his report:
“I arrived at the
Tricklebrook on
a Thursday
evening and I
thought it was
going to be busy
and I wouldn’t
be able to get in
my preferred
swim, but to my
amazement
I had a good
choice of swims.
I had a quick
walk around and
I knew where I
wanted to be!

Billy Wells sent in this
report after a great
session on Elphick’s
Westend Lake.

39lbs 14ozs

Billy achieved a new
PB of 47lbs 10ozs
along with three other
fish to 39lbs 14ozs.
Well done Billy,
top angling!

I spotted over 20 fish of a decent size all along one margin basking in the sun, so I
jumped to it and set up! However, it was a hard couple of days because they weren’t
interested in feeding on the deck or zigs or floaters. I had a walk along the margin on
my last evening and I could see a fish I had caught before being the 'zip lin' and knew
if I just tweaked my rig slightly I may be able to make her slip up, well it was worth a
try! The next morning around 5:30am the bobbin pulled up tight and it was away!
Lifting into the fish I knew it was a good one and it was a very distinctive fight and I
wondered if this was it? It wasn’t until I got it over the net cord that I realised it was
her! I had done what I thought would make her slip up and she did, happy days, I was
buzzing. I first saw this fish on the bank a few years ago to a friend of mine and said
to him that’s a fish I want to catch! A couple of months later I did just that and had
her in my net. Since having her the first time I’ve pretty much had her on every visit
to the lake and from the way she looks I’m definitely not complaining. Over 10 times
I’ve caught her and every time gets better and better. Andy Halford, the owner at
Tricklebrook sent me a message asking if I would like to name this fish seeing as it
seems to pay me a visit 90% of the time so I jumped at the chance and named her
'Colin’s Mate'!

47lbs 10ozs

I feel very privileged to be able to name this fish after fishing the lake for some years
and hopefully 'Colin's Mate' will continue to thrive for other people to have the blessing
or her gracing their net too!” Colin Rutty

Eastbourne Road (A22),
Newchapel, Lingfield, Surrey RH7 6HL
Tel: 01342 324006
Mobile: 07710 656041

www.beaverfarmfishery.co.uk
Email:
beaverfarmfishery@live.co.uk
Facebook: beaverfishery
Instagram: @beaverfishery
We are a commercial day ticket fishery and have 2 Specimen Lakes, 3 Coarse Lakes and 3 Ponds.
Open 7am - 7pm Summer time and 7am - 6pm Winter time. Day ticket, overnight and long stays welcome.
Facilities include:
On Site Tackle Shop
12 Car Parks including
Disabled Friendly Parking
Shower/Wetroom
Disabled Friendly Toilets
Seasonal Snack Bar
with Hot and Cold Food
2 huts available for hire

Concessionary Tickets for
Junior, Disabled and OAPs
No pre-bookings taken
for swims
Win a FREE SESSION with
our Fish of the Month
Competition

Automatic Security Gates
that close at 7pm (Summer)
6pm (Winter)
24-hour CCTV
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MFC

Outdoor Stores
Here at MFC Outdoor Stores we have a huge range of fishing
Supplies. From Nash to Middy we have a wide range of
different brands for you to choose from. We also have a large
range of Air Rifles and Workwear for those who are
interested.

......
WWW.MFCOUTDOORSTORES.COM
Phone: 01323 846883
Email: info@mfcoutdoorstores.co.uk
9 Station Road, Hailsham, East Sussex, BN27 2BE
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Spring Margin Fishing
by Dean Austen

Due to a busy time both at work and at home, my fishing has been limited to a few hours on my
low stocked membership water home and work life. Since the temperatures have been creeping
up and the sun has been regularly hitting a certain corner of the lake, I have been paying a lot of
attention to this area often just watching for signs of the carp's Spring margin visits as they look
to warm up from their Winter slumber!
I have been stopping by once or twice a week and trickling in a very small amount of bait in this
corner of the lake due to seeing the fish 'sunning' themselves very close by. After a separate trip
to a different lake that I had previously been lucky to catch on, I stopped by on the off chance
and crept round to my spot to see a few fish cruising about. I grabbed my made up stalking rod

with a drop off inline lead and a spinner rig with a Mad Baits pop up, a net
and a bit of bait which I had soaking with some particle and boilie crumb with
a lot of garlic powder mixed in.
I gently lowered my rig in on the edge of the spot I had created to the
alongside of the weed and gave a handful of my mega mix just to the side of
the hookbait. You will see from the photos how well the hookbait sits next to
the bait. Once the rig and offerings were in place, I crept away and waited
making sure to leave the spot alone and just five minutes later all hell broke
loose with an absolute one tone ripper!! That's a bite! I raced to the rod and
the fish was making some serious pace, I pulled into it, but it would not stop.
I think it went through four weed beds before I eventually had a mass of
weed coming towards me and the fish a good few feet behind. Thankfully, a
good friend was on hand to net the fish and it weighed 20lbs on the nose. It
was a very old fish and one I really wanted to catch!!
I hope someone can take something from reading this to put into their own
angling. I was at the water all of 30 minutes before the bite, which goes to
show with a bit of preparation you can make things so much easier by just
watching the water and seeing what areas receive the most sunlight in
Spring and most of the time the fish won't be far away enjoying that
warmth! It paid off for me trickling in very small amounts of bait as and
when I could to keep the fish interested and also helped me clear the spot as it was weedy so I could present a hookbait on the area! Line angle also played a big part and this I
learned from watching the routes the fish took in and out of the spot and because I was fishing close in I could lay the line exactly where I wanted it. I found that critically
balancing my hookbait provides a big edge depending on what loose feed I have on the spot. Additionally, I tailor the weight under the spinner section so it acts like the loose
feed when it wafts up and sinks back down!
Tight lines, Dean Austen

Stewart Allum kindly put pen to paper took the time to send
us this letter regarding the magazine content:

Letter to
the editor

“Dear Barry,
I know you don’t get all that many ‘Readers Letters’, but I just wanted to say
how much I’m enjoying the ‘Informer’ of late. In addition to the usual excellent
monthly contributions from Andy Lush, Simon Pomeroy and Bob Morris, I’ve especially enjoyed the recent series by Bob Rolph with his nostalgic look back at the
great days of specimen hunting during the 1950’s, 60’s & 70’s and the great characters who so inspired us in those far-off times. I’ve met Bob a couple of times at
recent book signings (I share his passion for angling literature) and found him to be a very amiable character who really knows his stuff. His recent series on the
London Reservoirs and Redmire Pool have been truly riveting; a worthy addition to your monthly line-up. I was also very pleased to see in the May issue, the first
in a series of quarterly press releases by the Environment Agency’s Fisheries team, bringing us up to date on their recent activities. This is exactly what we need
from them and is what they really ought to be doing on a national basis, instead of producing (and posting out) an expensive-looking magazine which is, I feel, a
total waste of licence payers money. To my mind it’s far better that they simply provide periodic press releases to the angling press and conserve the remainder of
their precious funding to recruit more bailiffs and other front-line fisheries staff, which will be much more greatly appreciated. EA please take note!”
PS I hope at some stage you’ll be able to reinstate the sea fishing section – it’s a great way of keeping us all up to date on local catches.
Very Best Wishes Stewart Allum
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Hawkenbury Road
Bells Yew Green
Tunbridge Wells TN3 9AP

FRANT LAKES
All swims pre-booked
No overcrowding

17

01892 616424
Email:

fishfrant@gmail.com
follow us on Facebook

BOOK

NEW
SPECIMEN LAKES
BOOKING
SYSTEM
just click on

‘Book Fishing’
6 Main Lakes
Open Friday – Sunday for day tickets
Reduced numbers means no overcrowding

YOUR LAKE

BOOK
YOUR SWIM

BOOK
UP TO SIX WEEKS
IN ADVANCE

2 Specimen Lakes
Open 7 days a week
for 24hr+ tickets

Book online via the website

www.frantlakes.com
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Elphicks
Fisheries

Horsmonden, Kent

Darren Trotman - 41lbs Westend Lake

David Bristow - 43lbs North lake

Ed Gray - Kettles Lake

Tony Kitchin - 22lbs Sandwich Lake

Harry Worthington - Prairie Lake

James Blackwell - 28lbs Prairie Lake

Kettles Lake - 19lb

Lawrence Tatler - North Lake

Lloyd Anderson - Sandwich Lake

Ricky on North Lake

Ryan Fox - 38lbs Prairie Lake

Sean Bristow - 42lbs 3ozs North Lake

Sean White - Kettles Lake

Simon Tume - 34lbs 11ozs North Lake

Gary Harrow - 47lbs Westend Lake

Elphicks has been designed and built with the modern angler in mind.
We have 7 lakes available for day ticket and session fishing. Each
lake has it’s own parking within easy reach of the swims and all
swims are ‘all weather’ - either built of Astroturf, stone or bark.
Please contact the fishery for further information on any of our lakes.
Elphicks Fisheries Spelmonden Road
Horsmonden, Kent TN12 8EL
Tel: 01580

212512

email: info@elphicks-fisheries.co.uk

Iden Wood
Fishery

5 secluded lakes set in 60 acres of
woodland, containing
Carp to 30lbs, Tench to 5lbs,
Bream to 9lb plus Roach,
Rudd and Chub

Tel/Fax: Andy Ashdown

Vehicle access/night fishing
allowed / match bookings taken

01797 280180

www.elphicks-fisheries.co.uk

Mobile:

07906 232225

Spring Lodge | Iden Wood Fishery
| Coldharbour Lane | Iden | Rye |
East Sussex | TN31 7UT
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Orchard Place Farm Fishing
13 FISHING LAKES in the KENT COUNTRYSIDE
Pearsons Green Road, Paddock Wood, Kent TN12 6NY

Carp to 49lb+

01892 838576 or 07860 608218 Catfish to
112lb+

At Orchard Place Farm you can surround yourself in the
natural beauty of the Kent countryside, located just outside of the picturesque town of Paddock Wood, and only
8 miles from Maidstone. The fishery boasts 13 lakes - 10 carp and catfish lakes and 3 match/pleasure lakes.
SPECIMEN
LAKES
S
DAY TICKET
AVAILABLE

24HR - £30
48HR - £55
arge
(additional ch
for 3rd rod)

FULLY FUNCTIONING LAKE 13 - CARP & CATFISH WATER
Many swims have disabled access • All-weather pathways leading all
around the lakes and up to each individual swim • Purpose-built toilets
located in the main car park (with hot shower) • Between Lake 3 and Lake 4
(toilet and sink block only) • Block constructed by Lake 7 also contains a
microwave, fridge and washing up facilities.

MATCH/
PLEASURE
LAKES
DAY TICKETS
2 RODS - £10
CONCESSIO
NS
1 ROD - £8

FOOD IS AVAILABLE ON SITE FROM MID-MARCH TO OCTOBER

www.orchardplacefarmfishing.co.uk
Tackle/bait/shop situated in the main car park,
stocking all top bait brands including
worms maggots etc. Everything you need at
VERY competitive prices.

New to Orchard Place Farm!

Horsmonden Fishing Lakes
Two beautiful lakes set in mature,
peaceful Kent countryside in an Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB)

Carp
to 38lbs

Top Lake
Catfish to 85lbs
Bottom Lake
Catfish to 75lbs

Top Lake has five swims, Bottom Lake
has six and both can be fished on a
day ticket or lake exclusive booking
Anglers’ mess on site with fresh
running water, wash basin and toilet

Horsmonden Fishing Lakes, Grovehurst Road, Horsmonden TN12 8BQ
All enquiries and bookings to Orchard Place Farm Fishery on 01892 838576
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SANDWICH LAKES Sandwich Ash Road (A257), Near Canterbury CT3 2DA
email: enquiries@sandwichlakes.co.uk

Visit Sandwich Lakes in 2022
07936 409912
Tel:

Sandwich Lakes is a delightful day ticket fishery in East Kent
situated near to the Royal Cinque Port town of Sandwich.
Set in a beautiful countryside location, the venue caters for all
anglers from the specialist carp angler to beginners.

Our unrivalled facilities include:
A waterside cafe serving hot and cold food and drinks
Ladies and gents toilets • Plenty of free parking
On site tackle shop for bait and tackle • Rod hire
We can offer our visitors six coarse fishing lakes containing a variety
of fish from silver fish to specimen carp. Matches and fishing lessons
can be arranged by contacting our Fishery Manager Kevin Killeen.

The lakes:

Victory Lake

VICTORY LAKE a specimen water of two acres with interesting
island features and lily pads in the margins. Stocked with commons
and mirrors to 35lbs along with ghost carp, tench, roach, rudd and
specimen perch. Night fishing by prior booking available.
Damson
KINGFISHER LAKE this pond is 0.6 acres in size and is heavily stocked with commons and mirrors to
Match Lake
12lbs and is ideal for bagging up! All eight swims are wheelchair friendly with excellent access direct
from the car park. A bridge from Kingfisher allows easy access to Victory Lake.
Berry Lake
MATCH LAKES - DAMSON AND VICTORIA one acre in size, each of these lakes are designed for the match angler
having shallow margins with reeds for summer fishing and a deep drop off for light feeder work and winter fishing.
They are stocked with a great variety of fish including carp to 16lbs and we believe these are the most uniquely designed
match lakes in Kent!
MEADOW LAKE one acre in size with eight marked pegs and traditional grass bank fishing, Meadow is stocked with
scaley mirrors and commons to 14 lbs. This lake also holds large perch and roach so you will be sure to catch!
BERRY LAKE is one acre in size and stocked with 3000 F1s, commons, mirrors, roach, rudd, perch and some large bream.
Meadow Lake
Float and pellet tactics work well on this lake. IN the summer months, surface sport with mixers produces huge bags of fish.

Day Ticket Prices:
1 rod - £8

2 rods - £10 Family Ticket (2 adults and 2 children) - £25 Under 16s - £6 Sundowner (3pm to 7pm) - £6
Rod hire (includes seat hire & landing net) - £5 Night fishing 24 hours (by prior arrangement) - £20

Sandwich Lakes
Holidays at30 touring
pitches with 16 amp EHU, new toilet
All bookings

and shower block with disabled wetroom.

Caravans & trailer tents £15 per night
Large motorhomes £18 per night
Pitch fees include EHU
We also have a CL site
and showers!
on Sandwich Lakes
for Caravan & Motorhome Club members

www.sandwichlakes.co.uk
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WELCOME TO ARUN ANGLING CENTRE
Arun Angling is located just five minutes from the A27 on the outskirts
of the pretty town of Angmering.
The store offers FREE car parking to its customers.

OUR SHOP EXHIBITS A MASSIVE RANGE OF STOCK FROM THE LEADING
TACKLE AND BAIT SUPPLIERS

We cater for all disciplines
of freshwater angling
including carp, specimen,
match and pleasure.
We oﬀer INTEREST FREE payment
op琀ons (minimum spend, terms and
condi琀ons apply)
At Arun Angling Centre you will
always receive good friendly advice.
So please feel free to come and
see us for a chat when considering
your next tackle purchase.

Open: Monday to Friday 8.30am to 5pm Saturday 8am to 5pm Sunday 8am to 2pm (BST only)
Any questions
Email: arun.angling@hotmail.co.uk
Call: 01903 770099

The Old Blacksmiths Yard Water Lane Angmering BN16 4EP

www.arunangling.co.uk
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Greenacres Farm Fishery
Biddenden, Kent
RuLES
• Please take all rubbish home with you as no bins are provided
(including cigarette butts)
• Dip all nets, slings, cradles and unhooking mats before entering
any lakes or a lifetime ban
• Gates open at 7am & close 7pm • No takeaways after 6pm
• 5mph speed limit • Respect our Neighbours
THANK YOu

Andy Humphreys

Andy

Joanne

Steven

Sues Tackle Cabin
Tel: 01797 225015 / 07980 290247
Email: robbie@ryespice.co.uk

Martin and his boys

Simon Milton

Martin Holsman

The Spice Warehouse,
Rye Harbour Road
Rye TN31 7TE
Open: Mon - Fri 8am-5pm, Sat 9am-4pm
Sun 10am-4pm (April to Xmas), B/Hols 10am-4pm
Plenty of FREE parking right outside the door

Your ONE STOP destination for all your coarse, carp, predator, beach and boat tackle and bait

Friendly helpful staff

NEW WEBSITE
COMING SOON!

IF BY ANY CHANCE WE DON’T HAVE WHAT YOU WANT IN STOCK...
...WE WILL ORDER IT
Huge new dedicated bait room! Indoor bivvy display areas on upper floor!

VISIT OUR EBAY STORE

‘SUES TACKLE CABIN’
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GREENACRES FARM FISHERY

Sissinghurst Road | Biddenden | Kent | TN27 8EH
Located on the Weald of Kent in Biddenden we offer syndicate quality lakes for all. There is one specimen
lake for carp up to 30lbs+, one specimen predator lake for carp to 27lbs+, catfish to 60lbs+ and pike,
one match lake with twenty-two purpose built swims, one coarse lake and finally a tench/family pond.
Facilities include a club house with toilets, shower, wet room and kitchen facilities.
This beautiful setting needs to be visited and enjoyed!

Prices start at £10 per session on the coarse lakes, £15 for the specimen lakes
rising to £25 for a 24 hour ticket (£5 extra for a third rod).
Gates open at 7am and close at 7pm
SENIOR DAY TICKETS ON OUR COARSE LAKES HERON AND BLUEBELL ARE AVAILABLE FOR £5 MONDAY TO WEDNESDAY

To book, please call or text us on 07933

934942

or visit our website www.greenacresfarmfishery.co.uk
Email : greenacresfarmfishery@gmail.com
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Claygate Lakes Claygate, Marden, Kent

Fishery Reports
Hooks Please note that we are
a barbless hook only fishery!

Well it’s been nice to see the sun cream making an appearance around the lakes!
Lake Sophie Tench and bream showing down the middle of the lake, carp on the far side as well as Roach to
2lbs along with 3lbs+ perch coming out.The recent Medway Trotters match was won with over 160lbs the only
problem being Richie Rich fished in just his cut down jeans!
Lake Amy Well done Jack on catching 'Boris' your target fish. Regulars JD, Scott and Sarah have been
busy getting their cameras out as has Ben aka Stavros.
Lake Eva Off the top in the afternoon has been great fun for new and regular anglers. Robin Piper one of
our regular anglers had a bit of a shock when he hooked and landed a 5lbs 8ozs eel.
Membership - We are now taking on members, please visit our website for details or call Dave on 07770
513448. We will still be selling day tickets for all lakes, but a membership may save you some money on
regular fishing trips.

www.shortiestackle.co.uk
Unit 16
The Glenmore Centre
Whitﬁeld
Dover CT16 3FH

TRADE-IN-TACKLE
Carp, Coarse and Vintage Angling Specialist

07563 620368

Good quality, pre-loved tackle purchased and sold

shor琀estackle@yahoo.com

Stockist of Korda, Nash, Gardner, Middy, Wychwood, Leeda
Mainline and many more quality manufacturers.
Fresh maggots and worms always in stock along with frozen
deadbaits and a massive range of boilies and groundbaits.

Monday 09:00  14:00
Tuesday 09:00  14:00
Wednesday 09:00  17:00
Thursday 09:00  17:00
Friday 09:00  17:00
Saturday 08:00  12:00
Sunday  Closed

Come and visit us at:

Maidstone Road, Wateringbury ME18 5EH
(opposite the railway station on the B2015)

01622 814296 or 07941 085011
A warm welcome and a great deal awaits you!

IF SELLING, PLEASE PHONE BEFORE VISITING
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DAY & NIGHT FISHING - TN12 9PL

ON
FO -SITE
O
UN D
IT

For all match and pleasure bookings and enquiries
please ring Dave 07770 513448
NIGHT FISHING ON ALL LAKES

LAKE AMY - Carp to upper 30s

Cuckﬁeld Road
BURGESS HILL RH15 8RE

01444 247757
Opening times:
Mon-Fri: 8.00am to 5.30pm
Sat: 8.00am to 12.30pm
Sunday: Closed Bank Holiday: Closed
check out our Facebook and Instagram
for the latest news and competitions!

Shirkoak
Fishery
and B&B

FISHING HOLIDAYS
& SHORT BREAKS
We can accommodate
up to 7 guests in our
exclusive guest suite.

Since taking over in November 2019 we
have removed some of the smaller fish
and added some big scaly mirrors and
pike as our predatory fish, this is part of
our ongoing stocking program.
We can also offer
food delivered to
your swim, our full
English breakfast is
proving extremely
popular!

OAP
TUESDAY

£10

incl. bacon roll!
Pre-bookings
only
Fishing prices
start at
£12 for 2 rods
for 12 hours.

Why not enjoy a stay at our
beautiful Kent farmhouse

3 en-suite bedrooms, private Farmhouse kitchen
and dining room, sitting room with inglenook
fireplace, tennis court and gardens. Full English
breakfast is included in the price of your stay.
Please call for further details and availability.

Lakeside
Wedding
Venue

Let us host your wedding reception at
Shirkoak Farm

We are able to offer a full wedding package
that includes exclusive hire of the lake,
gardens, accommodation in the guest suite,
a full catering service and on-site florist.
Please call for further information.

Shirkoak Fishery, Bethersden Road, Woodchurch, Ashford TN26 3PZ
Follow us on Facebook
‘Shirkoak Fishery’
for regular updates

www.shirkoakfarm.com

For more information please call

Hugh on 07973

410973
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is proudly
sponsored by

YOUR CATCH REPORTS
This section is where you display your catch to other Freshwater Informer readers.
Each month, Pallatrax will choose from the featured photos and pick their winner.
The winner will receive 8 packs from the innovative new GRIPZ hook range.

The lucky angler will have a packet of sizes 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16, so will
be equipped for all eventualities. This fantastic prize is worth over £40 RRP!

To be in with a chance to win this fantastic set of GRIPZ hooks, all you have to do is send us your catch photo via our
Facebook message page or email barnic@btinternet.com Entry is FREE and all coarse fish photos are welcome! From
a carp to a roach, send us your pictures! Please make sure you tell us where it was caught and it’s weight.
Gripz Fishing Hooks

After extensive research, where the limitations of both barbed and barbless were scrutinised, there has been an
obvious need for improvement thus resulting in this radical design that crosses the boundaries between what we
have had and what we now have. Made from high grade Japanese wire, the key improvement has been the
introduction of a series of minute horizontal grooves on the inside of the specially designed arrow shaped hook point, where
historically the barb would have been. These grooves allow the hook to hold securely in the fish’s mouth when pressure is
applied, as the flesh presses into the grooves resulting in a firm hook hold with no slippage. What are you waiting for?
Grab your rods and head down to your favourite water and remember to take your phone or camera!

The winner of the PALLATRAX GRIPZ
Hooks Set for MAY is...

WINNER

Mark Hallinan

well done!

Andrew Hall - 25lbs Hartley Lands

Graham Head - 21lbs Monk Lakes

Christopher Ryan - Sandwich Lakes

Del Joiner - 20lbs Old Ballast Pit
Tonbridge Club Water

Dom Cole - Club Water

Jack Holden - Darenth

Jack Pearson - 26lbs Lovelace Farm

Jack Wood - 42lbs 8ozs Elphicks

Andy Wilson - 41lbs 10ozs Elphicks

Ben Wright - 11lbs Members Water

Ryan Lamont - 23lbs Clay Pit Fishery

Karl Gilkerson - 36lbs 8ozs Elphicks

Sam Chats - 26lbs 2ozs

Shaun Willard - Local Park Lake

Rob Smith - Club Water

Roger Jarrold - Club Water
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Alex Ashton - 3lbs Kent water

Ben Ryan - Sandwich Lakes

Bill Chambers - 31lbs 12ozs Club Water

Brian Lucas - Dartford Club Water

Kev Holt - 24lbs Charlies Lakes

Mark Day - Club water

Jason Swift - 36lbs Beaver Fishery

Roger Challis - 9lbs 8ozs Sutton at Hone

Roy Brett - 21lbs Lovelace Farm

Robert Hancox - 28lbs 4ozs Sandwich Lakes

Owen Browne - 23lbs Tricklebrook

Jordan Parish - 15lbs 1oz
Hastings Bexhill & District Club Water

Jack Bowles - Quarry Lake

Gavin Letford - 23lbs Wylands

Ben Goshawk - 22lbs Pittlands

Greg Bowles - 20lbs 4ozs Quarry Lake

Ian Hobbs - 11lbs 8ozs
Medway Valley SWS Fishery Leybourne

Sandra Willis and ‘Big Ron’ at 28lbs
Knightingales Fishery

Warren Edwards - 26lbs Elphicks

Steve Castle - £3 Whitstable Boot Fair
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Angling &
Accommoda琀on
Packages available
at fantas琀c prices

Wylands Farm is beautifully situated right in the heart of 10
town of Battle. With eight lakes on site to choose from, we
hunters. We have fantastic facilities including a snack bar a
4. FIELD LAKE is a small
pretty lake absolutely heaving with
ﬁsh. It’s the ideal lake for introducing
new anglers to the sport or for a great
day out using light tackle.

Wylands oﬀers a range of
self‐catering accommoda琀on at
fantas琀c prices. Our studio‐style
chalets sleep two or for the larger
par琀es we have caravans
available that sleep up to six.
Please visit our website for
more informa琀on and prices.

1. HOUSE LAKE holds a

large head of carp of all sizes up to
mid-twenties. Silver ﬁsh are also in
abundance in this lake, so good sport
can be had by the pleasure angler
and specialist alike.

2. ROSIE’S LAKE is very

5

Tackle
Shop

picturesque and peaceful. It’s known
for its proliﬁc carp ﬁshing with
specimens up to 20lb along with a
variety of silver ﬁsh and crucian carp.

www.wylands.co.uk

4

Farm Shop/
Reception

6. MAISIE’S LA

2

is an attractive reed-li
and home to some rod
catﬁsh up to 60lb. It’s
lake on the complex th
advanced booking, due
swims. It has also prod
some beautiful carp 4
which are still growin

For the Angler
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Angling and Accommoda琀on
24 hour ﬁshing
Specimen Cat Fish Lake
Specimen Carp Lake
Coarse Fishing
Purpose‐built match water
Dogs welcome
Compe琀琀on days
Gi昀 Vouchers available
Friendly expert advice
1 rod 琀ckets
Day 琀ckets
24 hour 琀ckets
Week 琀ckets
Season 琀ckets

Please book via our website
Na琀onal Rod licences are compulsory,
please purchase before arrival.

Café

3

Angling &
Accommodation
packages
available at
fantastic prices

3. THE SNAKE

is a purpose-built match
venue with a huge head
of hard ﬁghting carp.

Facili琀es at Wylands

H

■
■
■
■
■

Wy
Fro
the
Ba
Ta
Po

Idyllic touring & camping park
Group visits welcome
Lakeside cafe
Fully stocked tackle shop
Chalet & sta琀c caravans available
These now have disabled facili琀es.

01424 893394

Powderm
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f 1066 Country, just 2 miles from the historic market
we cater for all anglers from the novice to the specimen
ar and tackle shop, plus friendly expert advice.

Idyllic touring & camping park
chalet & static caravans available
5. MIDDLE LAKE is an
intermediate lake with carp up to
30lb and can be a good challenging
water. This is a popular lake being in
close proximity to all the facilities.

hop/
tion

8. NEW SPECIMEN LAKE

’S LAKE

reed-lined lake
me rod bending
b. It’s the only
plex that requires
ng, due to limited
so produced
carp 40lb+
rowing well.

is by far the most popular lake on the
complex. It holds a ﬁne head of carp
the majority in double ﬁgures the
largest being over 30lb. This lake also
holds a good head of specimen perch.

6

8

7

7. OLD SPECIMEN LAKE

is a lovely old mature lake containing
a variety of species, the majority
being carp. It’s the perfect lake to bag
numerous ﬁsh in one session from
7 to 17lb, with the odd larger one!

New
ow
Café N
OPEN

Fa
Shop rm
N
OPE ow
N

8 fantastic
fantasticlakes...
lakes...
8
somethingfor
forevery
every
angler!
something
angler!

How to ﬁnd Wylands
Wylands Farm is situated in Powdermill Lane on the B2095 approx 3 miles from Ba琀le.
From M25: Leave at Junc琀on 5 and take the A21 towards Has琀ngs. At John’s Cross take
the A2100 signposted to Ba琀le. As you approach Ba琀le turn le昀 on the roundabout into
Ba琀le High Street. Con琀nue past Ba琀le Abbey, go straight over the mini roundabout.
Take the ﬁrst right into Powdermill Lane on the B2095. Con琀nue for 21⁄2 miles past the
Powdermills Hotel on your right. Wylands is signposted on the le昀.

Wylands Farm
rmill Lane Battle TN33 0SU

www.wylands.co.uk
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Hawkhurst Fish Farm
Hawkhurst, Kent

Ben Sales - 26lbs Common Dove Lake

Jack Pearson - 21lbs 7ozs Catfish Four Trees Lake

Darren Goodsell - 28lbs 10ozs Mirror Specimen Lake

Dan Luckhurst - 28lbs 8ozs Mirror Dove Lake

Jason Carey - 28lbs Common Dove Lake

Owen - 28lbs Common Dove Lake

Adam - 28lbs Mirror Specimen Lake

30lbs 12ozs Common - Main Lake

Lisa Branch - 30lbs Common Main Lake

Ryan Young - 33lbs Common Specimen Lake

Aiden - 41lbs Common Main Lake

41lbs Common - Main Lake

Chris Dunk
43lb 6oz Catfish - Four Trees Lake

Kenley Groombridge - 55lbs Catfish Dove Lake

Ceejay Paul - Catfish Main Lake

Curtis Brightwell - Specimen Lake

Damo Pearson - Four Trees Lake

Eion Rooney and Rob Pizzy
Specimen Lake

Greg - Quarry Lake

Casey - Main Lake

Lee Marston - Specimen Lake

Gemma - Quarry Lake
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Tel: 01795 520887
www.thewillowsanglingcentre.co.uk
The Willows Angling Centre, Bax Farm, Lower Road, Teynham, Kent ME9 9BU

A 3-acre specimen carp lake with
hard fighting fish up to 30lbs. We
only allow a maximum of 8 anglers at
a time on to this water which has a
variety of features to fish to. Langley’s
is the largest lake at the venue and
there are a number of additional
fishery rules in place on this water.
The average depth is around 5'.
Get your tactics right and you can
expect a great session!
£15 / 12 hours – £30 / 24 hours
No concessions.

Approx 1/3 mile long with an average
width of 30', this canalised section of
water offers anglers the opportunity
to fish with a pole or rod for a variety of
fish including crucians, roach, rudd,
bream, perch and tench. A very
popular water for those who enjoy a
more traditional style of fishing.
The average depth is 4' and there
are 60 pegs available.
£10 / 12 hours – £20 / 24 hours
Concessions available.
Match bookings available.

A more intimate water than Langley’s
with carp to 20lbs along with a
selection of silver fish including
roach, tench, barbel and perch.
With an average depth of 5' and lots
of features, this pretty water offers all
anglers a great day out.
£10 / 12 hours – £20 / 24 hours
No concessions.

An average depth of 4' with lots of
features, this lovely water is well
stocked with carp, bream, roach,
perch and F1s. This water
is a popular choice for families,
young anglers and beginners
and is close to the well
presented on-site facilities.
£10 / 12 hours – £20 / 24 hours
Concessions available.

Situated in North Kent, THE WILLOWS ANGLING CENTRE offers anglers a choice of
three beautiful lakes and the stream, which is a canalised section of water!

WE HAVE MOVED TO THE

WILLOWS ANGLING
CENTRE

Find us at
Bax Farm, Lower Road
Teynham ME9 9BU carpersdenonline.com
We buy, sell and part exchange good quality, pre-loved fishing tackle
Tackle, bait and accessories from all the major manufacturers including:
SHOP TIMES
Mon/Tues: 7am – 5pm
Wednesday: CLOSED
Thurs/Fri/Sat: 7am – 5pm
Sunday: 7am – 1pm
email: carpersden@outlook.com

01795 520887
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Tonbridge & District Angling
& FP Society
The Old Ballast Pit Fishing has been consistently good on here in the
last month or so. Several of the bigger fish have been caught too at over
30lbs. Plenty of good sized bream to around 11lbs have been recorded
and tench to just over 7lbs. Some nice roach to around 1lb in good bags
of mixed silvers being reported. There have also been 2 reports of eels
over 5lbs being caught.
Barden Lake The fish are livening up now after showing early signs of
spawning. Several reports of bigger carp being caught. Kai Millen had a
good day session landing commons of 23lbs 14ozs and a UK PB of 36lbs.
Pete Groombridge had a day session for bream and landed one fish
which was nudging 10lbs whilst son Ben hooked and pulled out of two of
the larger double figure residents.
The New Lagoon Tench to nearly 8lbs being caught regularly now
with bream to around 7lbs also showing. Several roach being caught to
over 1lb and the odd rudd to around 12ozs. Perch to 1lb 8ozs and carp
to 9lbs 8ozs also being caught.

Haysden Lake The platforms have been producing good mixed bags with roach, skimmers, perch to over 1lb and the odd decent tench to nearly
5lbs. Another new platform has been introduced by our reliable work party regulars.
Longfield Lake Plenty of tench being caught with the odd bream plus some carp also showing.
Pippins Farm Lots of small silvers on small baits being caught, but if you're prepared to use bigger baits and wait longer for a bite, you are
normally rewarded with a quality fish or two.

Amazing session for Ricky at Elphicks!
Ricky Pratt sent in this
report after he enjoyed a
session at Elphicks that
many only dream about!
Ricky fished on Westend
Lake at the complex for
72 hours and landed five
fine fish.
Ricky told me that his
previous PB was 31lbs
8ozs from the same lake,
but this was beaten not
once, but three times on
the same day!

34lbs 8ozs

36lbs 8ozs
41lbs 4ozs
21lbs

29lbs 8ozs

No wonder Ricky is
still buzzing!
Top angling Ricky,
very well done!
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JUST FISHING TACKLE
22 Marion Crescent
Poverest Road Orpington BR5 2DD

01689
637477
Open times:
Tuesday - Saturday

9am to 5.30pm
Sun & Mon: CLOSED

Call: 07895 679569

email: alex@coombewoodfishery.com

www.justfishingtackle.co.uk

Located in our peaceful private ancient woodland in the heart of the
Kent countryside, we have 2 family friendly, well stocked main lakes.
Fully accessible to disabled anglers including the toilet fascilities.
Front Pleasure / Match Lake - Mixed Species with Carp to 20lb+
Back Specimen Lake - Cats to 40lb+, Carp to 30lb (average 15lb)
We also have for hire, a Private Woodland Lake and a secluded Camping
Area with private float only pond, BBQ, shower & parking space.
GROUP / CLUB / MATCH BOOKINGS WELCOME (Front Lake Only)
Professional Angling Trust accredited Coaching available for all ages.
Day tickets from £8.00 available on the bank. Pre-booked night sessions

sales@justfishingtackle.co.uk

www.coombewoodfishery.com

Redbrook Street, High Halden, Near Ashford TN26 3JH

Furnace Brook
... naturally inspiring

“A piece of
angling heaven”

Batsford Hollow
For group overnight stays
Facilities:

River-fed 5acre lake with a range

• 8 secluded & spacious

of specimen ﬁsh including:

swims

Tench (5lbs +)
Perch (3lbs +)

• Bespoke overnight shelters
• Catering facilities
• Showers

Roach & Rudd (2lbs +)
Bream

Main Lake

Barbel

Day & overnight tickets

Carp (up to 25lbs)

Facilities:

Furnace Brook CIC is a Certiﬁed
Gold Standard Member of the
UN’s Generation Restoration

• 16 easy access, spacious &

furnacebrook.co.uk/ﬁshing
01435 830 835
enquiries@furnacebrook.co.uk
Trolliloes Lane, Trolliloes, Hailsham, East Sussex, BN27 4QR

secluded swims
• Parking close to lake
• Catering facilities
• Showers
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Barry's Big Day Out!

After many months of not fishing myself, I took the plunge and set aside a day for a bit of
self indulgence! An afternoon was spent brushing the cobwebs off the rods, re-spooling the
reels with fresh line and peering into the depths of the tackle box to see what treasures lay
within. I had forgotten exactly what was in there to be honest and a number of times looked
at an item and thought ‘I don't remember buying that!’
I took a trip to Maidstone Angling Centre as it is only a short drive from home and had a wander round. I picked up
some bits that I needed and some that I didn't which is always the way isn't it! A few bits of bait were added to the
bulging bag of goodies and I was ready. However, I did call in at Pinions on the way home, just for a look you
understand, but came away with a few more 'essential' bits of bait! All was set!
On my many 'road trips' when out delivering the
magazines, I have always been intrigued by the
front lake at Coombewood Fishery near High
Halden. The water is dotted with a number of
small islands and a longer island roughly in the
middle. Coombewood holds a variety of fish which
is what I wanted and Alex Moulang, the owner, has
done a lot of work creating a very pretty fishery
set in the peaceful countryside. No traffic noise at
all and the loudest thing I heard was a woodpecker
busy in the nearby woods! Access to pegs is good
and you can drive to your swim to unload before
parking up in the car park. Nice clean well cared
for facilities are also on hand.
The 45 minutes journey to Coombewood was
event free despite Operation Brock on the M20
limiting traffic speed to 50mph. I arrived at the
fishery to find I had the water to myself and was spoilt for choice as to where to fish. Not knowing the water meant I had to make
an educated guess as to a likely swim. The swim I plumped for, number 4, gave a point to my right, a couple of small islands to my
left and the long island in front at around 30 – 40 yards which also gave access to plenty of open water. The wind was SW and
moderate and coming in to my face. The van was unloaded and I began the process of setting up. It has been an age since I had to
adjust the legs on the box and footplate, add the bait table and feeder arm etc. but I got the box set up and felt comfortable and
had a good view across the water.
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I set up a heavier feeder rod as I planned to put a
method feeder towards the main island in front of
me and wanted a bit of back bone. This was coupled
with a Shimano 4000 reel loaded with Pallatrax
0.25mm Gamma line which I was most impressed
with. Groundbait was Maggot and Daphnia mix,
again from Pallatrax, with a small multi coloured
'candy' from Van Den Eynde hair rigged on a size 14
Drennan hook. Everything looked good and
confidence was high! First cast was pretty good, but
not as tight to the island as I would have wished as
I was a little cautious with the first 'rusty' chuck.
Bites came quickly, but were no more than little taps
from small silver fish attacking the groundbait mix.
I persevered for an hour, but still did not get that
wrap round of the tip. Casting distances were varied and the place I wanted to be was between two bushes on the long island that
were about 6' apart, but the gusty wind was not helping my already dodgy casting!
I decided to change tact and set up a lighter feeder rod with a smaller method feeder and bait with maggots to see what was down
there. It worked straight away and it wasn't long before a slow pull on the tip resulted in a skimmer of around 8ozs. The next
umpteen casts resulted in one gudgeon after another. They were attacking the bait with gusto the moment it hit the deck. I can't
remember when I last caught gudgeon, especially in this quantity. I persevered with the maggots and feeder approach and I was
eventually rewarded with a proper 'wrap round' bite!
The fish put up a very good account of itself on the
light feeder rod and after a good scrap I eased it in
to the waiting net, very relieved that the size 16 had
held tight during the struggle. At around 6lbs I was
delighted and after a couple of 'mat shots' the fish
was released to fight another day. Shortly after recasting, same bait and method, another good bite
and a struggle ensued, but the hook pulled with the
fish under the rod tip. The one that got away!
Alex came along around midday and chatted for a
while before going off for his rod and gear and
setting up in the swim to my left. His approach was
different to mine and I watched with interest. Alex
fished with a simple Guru Cube weight on a running
stem and a hook length of around 6-8 inches baited
with a banded pellet. He cast very accurately and
tight to an island to his left and catapulted out small
amounts of pellet regularly. Alex said that the fish do
spook easily so an unobtrusive approach often works better. Coombewood is very deep and the shelves to the many islands are
steep so a cube weight helps to stop the rig rolling down the shelf. The fish are regularly moving round between the islands and
come up the shelves to warmer pockets of water to feed, that is how accurate I needed to be today and I wasn't! Alex had 5 or 6
fish in a couple of hours.
At around 2pm the wind was getting very gusty and dark clouds were beginning to build. Alex had returned to his bungalow for
some lunch and I decided to pack up while the going was good and everything was dry! That was a sound decision as heading back
up the M20 towards home the rain began, only drizzle, but a sign that we were going to get wet. It held off and I was able to get
the van unloaded and everything away minutes before the heavens opened!
To sum up, I enjoyed my day at Coombewood immensely and it is a water I would certainly like to visit again with my new found
knowledge! Do give it a go if you have a chance!

Barry Reed

Call Coombewood Fishery on 07895 679569 for more information.
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Angling
Societies

The Linton Angling Society - Membership Vacancies
We are a small but friendly club with beautiful lake, 2 ponds, 5 reservoirs and over 8 miles of fishing on the
River Medway and Beult. Our waters contain Carp to 32lb, Pike 30lb+, Tench 8lb+, Chub 7lb, Perch 4lb and Roach to 3lb,
including some good Bream and Eels. All year fishing, member’s guest permits, night fishing allowed. We run over
30 matches a year and have a large junior section. Concessionary rates available for OAPs, Disabled and Juniors.
For further details contact:

Jason Tuckey on 07983 569220

e-mail: lassecretary@lintonangling.co.uk

www.lintonangling.co.uk

Hastings Bexhill & District Freshwater Angling Association
Season runs from 1st April to 31st March.

14 miles of River and 7 Lakes containing:

Established in 1895 the association provides its
members and day ticket anglers with various
lakes and rivers to fish throughout Hastings,
Bexhill and the surrounding area.
We currently have seven waters that provide
a mixture of species at specimen weights to
suit all anglers' preferences. As well as the
lakes run by the association we also offer
members the ability to fish various
stretches of river in the surrounding area.

Normanhurst Lake

Wishing Tree Reservoir

MEMBERSHIP FEE 2021/22 SEASON
Senior Membership – £70 + £10 Joining fee
Ladies Membership – £30 + £10 Joining fee

The association provides waters to suit all
ages, abilities and interests so there’s
something for everyone.
To apply to become a member please download and
print the application form from our website.
Complete and return to the Membership officer on the
application, alternatively it is possible to purchase
your membership from any of the tackle shops listed
on our website.

River Rother

For further information please contact:

Chris Pagan 07429 655237

Carp to 52lb 4oz, Tench to 12lb 8oz, Bream to 19lb+,
Barbel to 15lb 2oz, Chub to 5lb+, Perch to 3lb 6oz,
Pike to 31lb 6oz, Crucians to 4lb 6oz and
Grass Carp to 29lb 6oz.
Also large Roach and Rudd to 3lbs and large eels.

Steve Potter 07935 268174

Postal enquiries: S Corke, 2 The Siding, Bexhill-on-Sea TN40 1RF

hastingsandbexhillangling.co.uk

OAP 65 years – £35 + £10 Joining fee
Junior Members £10 + NO JOINING FEE
Family Ticket (parents + children u16) – £100 + £10 Joining fee
Flood Barrier Night Ticket – £175 + £10 Joining fee
Student 16–18 years – £35 + £10 Joining fee

View the waters on the web

www.tonbridgeangling.co.uk
PO Box 131, Tonbridge TN11 8WB
Contact Martyn on 07802

248861

CAN’T PICK UP We will send you YOUR copy of the magazine each month keeping you up-to-date with all
THE FRESHWATER the angling news here in the South East.
Call 01634 869317 to arrange your subscription or complete this form and post it to:INFORMER
FRESHWATER INFORMER 6 Meadow Way, Wouldham, Rochester ME1 3GR
NEAR YOU?
.............................................................................................
GET IT DELIVERED Name:
DIRECT TO YOUR Address: .............................................................................................
DOOR FOR JUST
.............................................................................................
£25 A YEAR
Your contact phone number is required:.................................................
- ALL YOU ARE
Payments can be accepted by cheque made payable to
PAYING FOR IS
‘The Freshwater Informer’, Bank Transfer (call for details)
THE POSTAGE
or just call with your Credit/Debit Card details.
& PACKING.

RATES EFFECTIVE APRIL 2022
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T

he otter fenced gate was shut and we had arrived at
our destination near Reading; Gold Lake and Blue
Pool, two renowned Carp Lakes within the Advanced
Angling’s fishery portfolio. Having fished both lakes
historically, I knew that they could be challenging waters
to fish with the carp that swam within the depths having
been heavily fished for over the past twenty plus years.

POM’S
PEG

Many question why carp become so cautious and that is simply down to
the fact, like most things in nature, they learn to recognise the danger
of man-made intrusion, in this case anglers, can have within their
environment, and have the capacity to learn that fact very quickly. With
this knowledge to hand it is why I have developed the most unobtrusive
way of fishing, the Stonze System and it was to be our 'go to' tactic on
this session, with us all working as a team to see which tactics were
working the best, at what depths and on which baits.

Sue Graham with a nice carp

Unfortunately it was not all ‘play’ for me, as I was there to also have
several meetings and a day’s filming with the well-known Carp
publication and media company; Carpology. Fear not though, I was
going to have plenty of opportunities to sneak my rods out as I selected
a swim on Gold Lake and the remainder of the Team chose swims of
their choice across both Gold and Blue.

Due to the filming, I had limited my choice of swims but, needs must
and, to be honest, it would never have been my first choice. I always
walk the water to locate any fish and if they are there then you can
catch them, so look to find the fish and then move around as they
move around. Waiting for carp to turn up can be a fool’s errand as they
go where they want to go, normally steering clear of angler pressure
whilst also seeking to locate the naturals that are hatching around
them all year round so they can feast on these highly nutritional food
sources.
Though I had set up in the chosen swim it certainly wasn’t going to
stop me from wandering around quietly to seek to locate and then fish
to showing fish when I had time, and that was to be the case for me
on my first circuit. In a back bay I saw four carp sunning themselves
so immediately went back and armed myself with one of my favourite
tactics: a freelined highly flavoured cork ball, a Gamma Fluorocarbon
‘leader’ and a size 8 Wide Gape Gripz design hook (an awesome
pattern for surface fishing!). I go on these wanders mega light with my
rod, net, mat, fish care kit and a few other bits - no chair, no alarms My swim on Gold Lake
but so very, very exciting. I highly recommend it if you have never had
a go, especially with Summer fast approaching and the fish loitering in the higher levels to munch on the likes of Daphnia blooms.

Pom and Carp

The challenge when freelining is how to cast
out with no weight and I have found a way to
easily overcome this. I get a small piece of
method mix and knead it into a stiff ball which
is then wrapped around the line just above the
set cork ball. This allows me, with care, to cast
some way and then as the cork ball lands on
the surface I jerk the line, the method ball
drops off and my cork ball is now sitting on the
surface, oozing flavour awaiting the inquisitive
and hungry carp! With cork ball deployed, I sat
on my unhooking mat and that is when the
excitement from the anticipation tingles
through your body. You know there are some
cracking fish close by but, would one be
tempted? Well my question was answered
within a few minutes, not in seeing a carp take
the ball, but with my line slowly starting to
move. A fish had taken the ‘bait’ so delicately,
literally inhaling the cork ball with zero
disturbance of the surface tension but reacting
to this ‘style’ of take I struck and was quickly
into a hard fighting Gold Lake carp. After a
great tussle, where your heart is in your throat,
I was able to slip the net under my prize which
turned out to be a well-proportioned 17lbs
common – happy times!
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Nice tench for Pom

Tom Upton with a handsome Common

Though work did get in my way, I still managed three carp to 23lbs 8ozs and a gorgeous Tench which, to be fair, wasn’t a bad result
with the conditions not ideal and my mind focused elsewhere.
The story doesn’t end there though as I was only a piece of the Team Pallatrax puzzle and it was great to see the rest of my friends
getting into action with Blue Pool fishing the better of the two lakes. Some stunning Carp to 30lbs were landed and the crowning
moment was my good friend Tom, fishing the venue for the first time, catching a stunning Common Carp of 27lbs 4ozs. As I took a
few photographs of his prize, the smile and joy on his face really sums up why millions of us across the planet fish - the excitement,
the fun, the enjoyment, nature and the life-long friendships formed and amazing memories created!

Simon 'Pom' Pomeroy

PINIONS
Our folio of delightful waters include:

FISHING BAITS
Open 7 days a week

DELIVERY
SERVICE
AVAILABLE

Monday - Saturday 9am until 5pm
Sunday 10am until 4pm

01622 718580
431 London Road, Ditton, Aylesford ME20 6DB
(only 5 minutes from M20 Junction 5) Ample FREE parking

WhatsApp us on

07808 645806

River Wantsum CT7 0QN / a section of the River Stour CT3 1JB
Marshside Fishery: Homersham Lake & Scroggins Lake CT3 4EB

Day Tickets available at all venues:
RIVERS: Adult £5 (Juniors to 16 years FOC)
LAKES: Adult £10 with loyalty card £7
Junior (aged 14-16 years inc.) £5
Night Fishing 5pm to 7am: Adult £15 with loyalty card £12
Night Fishing 24 hours:
Adult £25 with loyalty card £20 / Junior as for Day Tickets

Night fishing:
Only by prior booking.
Note: Juniors up to 13 years
to be with an adult - FOC

Contact Wantsum Angling Association on 01227 678063
or visit us at

Check out our Instagram page

#pinionsfishingbaits

www.wantsumaa.co.uk

www.pinionspetfoods.co.uk

We can also be contacted via the
Contact Us message service on the website

Sheppey Angling

UNIT 5, REGIS BUSINESS PARK, NEW ROAD, SHEERNESS ME12 1HA

Sea and Freshwater Angling at affordable prices

01795 661089
07902 092595
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The Golden Years of Coarse Fishing
by Bob Rolph

Redmire Pool – PART TWO
Rediscovering its
potential in 1965!
watercolour painted
by David Coates
It cost just over one pound to fill up the petrol tank on my
newly acquired A35 van as I recall, so on Easter Saturday 1965 under a blazing sun,
we set off to find the magical Redmire Pool for ourselves, with plenty of bread in our
packed lunches and a powerful pair of binoculars that I had been given for Christmas!
The journey was a long one in those days as there was no Severn Bridge and no M4 down
towards Gloucester and then round to Ross on Wye on the old A40. We did the A4 past our old
haunts on the River Kennet where in the winter we had fished for chub and barbel. Dick had
given us a map of where to find the entrance to Bernithan Court and we arrived at the gates
about mid morning after a 5 hours drive. A noisy cattle grid and imposing drive were not
conducive to our very clandestine visit, so we parked up in a handy layby further up the road
and legged it over several fields to where we hoped the lake would be!
Heavy overnight rain had flushed the tiny River Garron that feeds the pool into a raging red
torrent of water and we soon hit this stream head on, just up from the outlying farm
buildings. Bernithan Farm in those days produced potatoes, so here were two teenagers from
Kent trudging over a very muddy crop looking for a very famous carp lake! This experience
was not new to us. We had explored many fishing opportunities in Kent and Sussex in past
seasons, mostly unannounced and sometimes successfully, when we had got permission to
fish some fine old estate lakes for tench and bream. This was different though, we were
Grahame, Keith Dickens and my A35 van on the dam in 1966
seeking potentially the greatest carp lake in the country and it was on very private land!
Grahame and I followed the flooded stream towards the left into a jungle of trees and reeds where
Alders and Poplars had been coppiced in years gone by. An air of neglect was present when we
heard a splash from the head of the shallows in perhaps only one foot of water. A coot had disturbed
a carp feeding on the bloodworms coming down the stream, we had found Redmire Pool at last,
very overgrown and barely fished for years. The famous ‘shallows’ area at the head of the pool
was very overgrown and silted and very coloured, so we made our way round to a grassy bank,
an area latterly to be known as ‘Greenbanks’, where the red coloured water was also being
churned up by fish activity on the bottom in about 3 feet of water. We tossed in a few pieces of
our sandwich bread to see if anything came up, but the surface was thick with weed and the carp
did not notice it at first. Nobody was about and the warm midday sun and clear blue sky made
fish spotting easy work despite the coloured water.
Fish were splashing about near several small islands
50 yards away where three small trees grew up a few
feet from the bank. Here we could see carp moving
and slurping in the weed right ahead of us on the far
Grahame stalking a carp from the old wooden punt
bank. It seemed that our quest to find out if the Redmire
carp were still alive was looking more than promising! We walked quietly further round the lake, over a stile and wire
fence to a group of overhanging trees, halfway round the SE bank. Here Grahame scaled a large tree and, with the aid of
his polarising glasses to cut the surface glare, saw dozens of huge carp just basking in the weed in the centre of the lake.
What we witnessed that memorable day 57 years ago now influenced the course of carp fishing for several years. At least
50 huge carp, both common and mirror lay silently before us and nobody knew about them at that time. Bob Jones and
Pete Climo from nearby Wales had popped in the year before, but never recorded if they saw anything. No one had fished
here much for years not since perhaps John Nixon in 1961 when he caught ‘Raspberry’ at 23lbs and everyone thought
they were all dead now! Grahame and I sat transfixed up the tree for a hour or more, just watching fish up to what must
have been 35lbs taking in the oxygen from the weed and occasionally sucking in our bread offerings very gingerly. The
fish were everywhere up towards the shallows and in the weedy margins, basking in the now hot April sun. We estimated
50 fish between 10 and 35 lbs both commons and mirrors. Our tranquil sojourn was interrupted by a shout from the
corner of the Dam, by the outfall. “What you doing here boys?”, we heard to our dismay. We had been rumbled! Eric
Higgs, the farm worker and unofficial bailiff at that time had spied us naughty boys trespassing on private land and told
us off in no uncertain terms, but “Dick Walker had said we could come”, we said with trepidation in our voices! Dick of
course had no prior knowledge that we were to actually go and visit the lake, even though we had his map in our grubby
little hands! However, Dick even was keen to know the outcome some weeks later.
Jack Hilton’s 35 from Sept 1967.
My mate Grahame Igglesden
We were able to placate Mr Higgs with our apologies and politeness, so he gave his permission for us to stay there for the
was with him there that week
afternoon and look all round the pool, but to be off by dark with a report to him about what we had seen. Even though Eric
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walked over the dam every day during the course of his farm work, he never stopped to
look into the water to see if any carp were present. Most were up in the shallows anyway
and he too assumed that they had all perished in the big freeze up two years earlier and
had died under the ice in 10 feet of water down the centre of the lake. He had no interest
in fishing and thought we carp anglers were all mad!! He told us that he had driven a
tractor over the lake one day in January 1963, as the ice was 18 inches thick!
So with this permission we now took our time to explore the very overgrown banks, walk
the dam wall and transverse the NW bank up from the willow pitch. It was impenetrable up
past the three ‘Spot’ islands, but we could still
hear fish splashing and slurping in the shallow
The carp fry
water. For some reason we never took a
camera on this historic trip, something that
I regret to this day, but I drew a map on the
inside cover of a Dick Walker book where I
noted down the size and position of all the fish
we saw. I had taken down with me a copy of
‘Stillwater Angling’ as it was the only point of
reference that I could
find about the water. It
was written by Dick in 1954 and recalls his epic catch from the Willow
Pitch two years earlier. Surprisingly, no fish were seen in the 9ft deep
cooler water off the dam as they all seemed to be up in the warmer
food rich shallows. There were probably more fish than the fifty we
had counted, but we only recorded the big ones that looked to be
over 10lbs. So armed with this knowledge we vacated the pool at
dusk and as requested called in on Eric Higgs at the farm cottage to
relate our findings to him.

Redmire in 1966 when the willow was thriving

“

The map I drew
on the inside of
Walker's Stillwater
Angling book

”

News gets round quick!
He seemed pleased we had come, as he quite liked ‘mad’ carp fishermen down the lake to talk to and had witnessed many an epic catch during his school days in
the 1950s even though he did not fish himself. He had been photographed with carp that both Dick and Mr. Kefford had caught! We said our fond farewells and
thanked him profusely for his hospitality, even though we had rather put upon him. On the 5 hour journey home in the dark we pondered on what to do about our
findings. We now had knowledge that no one else could even dream about. A private lake full of 10-35 lbs carp, possibly 100 of them, all just 33 years old. Bear in
mind that this was nearly sixty years ago now when a 20lbs carp was regarded as a fish of a lifetime and few anglers had even caught a 10 pounder! We both had
though, even in our teens, and we thought we were the ‘cat's whiskers’!!! We had to return to full time work as we both had little money and even less spare time.
So we misguidedly told John Nixon of our discovery, he was the last angler to fish there. John was the editor of Creel Magazine and a respected carp angler and
businessman. Grahame and I already knew him as we wrote in the fledgling high end magazine each month about our specimen group activities. John was obviously
enthralled about the news and couldn’t wait to exploit this knowledge. We didn’t know it at the time, but we had just given away the 'Crown Jewels of carp fishing'!!!
John Nixon from Horley in Surrey wasted no time in acquiring the fishing rights and offering it to rent on a weekly basis to the specimen groups that were writing in
his publication for the princely sum of £5 per week with no more than 4 anglers per day!
Grahame and I booked several weeks in 1966 and 1967 with other members of our group and
How we cooked in the Willow Pitch in 1967 John Kane caught ‘Raspberry’ again at 22lbs and Dave had a 16lbs common. Keith Dickens had a
good one, and Ron Gould a 29. I just had two seven pounders! The pub down the road at
Llangrove and the little River Garron at Llangarron proved too enticing for John and myself. We
played skittles at the Royal Arms and poached wild brown trout from the river on maggot or
worms. These we cooked on an open fire in the hallowed 'Willow Pitch', before settling down for a
night's carp fishing. I was never dedicated enough to call myself a carp angler and if I hadn’t
spent so much time in other pursuits then I may have made the grade. I only fished Redmire for
five weeks in two years, with just two small carp to my name and to make a name for yourself
down there you had to put the hours in, hundreds of hours, to the exclusion of everything else,
many did just that, and it is their stories that I will report on in the next part of this series of
Redmire articles.

Bob Rolph

Jack Hilton’s capture of a perfect 35lbs common in Sept 1967 vindicated the story of what we had seen
from the treetops 30 months earlier. The big fish we had seen were now starting to come out and a new era
of carp fishing and angling legends had begun, with the 5th, 6th, 8th and 10th biggest carp ever recorded
gracing the nets of new young anglers from all over the country, including Kent and the South East.

Next month in Part Three we focus
on the glory years of carp and
carp anglers from 1967-85!
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Medway Man
Bob Morris

D

uring the Spring/early Summer period it is often interesting to compare your fishing results
with previous experiences at the same time of year. They say that Spring has, increasingly,
arrived earlier over the last few decades and is now about 3 weeks (on average) ahead of what
it was when I was in my teens. I must say that as I have always kept records of my angling activities,
albeit in varying degree of detail, I find that I tend to agree with these findings.
Something that sticks out to me is that the spawning period of coarse fish often starts
much earlier than it did back in the sixties - when it was unusual to find Carp/tench 'at it'
before the end of May and some years, there was no sign of it at all until well into June and
even July. This of course maybe due to other factors rather than just water temperature.
As far as Carp are concerned the mixing of different strains of fish both naturally and by
selective interbreeding could possibly be relevant. The same cannot be said of tench and
bream however and we have even noticed that river fish such as chub and barbel are often
up on the shallows preparing to spawn in early April when weather conditions allow it to be
observed. This is not necessarily a good thing as it may have consequences for the survival
rate of fry - due to a lack of food availability, fluctuating water temperatures, predation etc.
This is, of course, an extremely complex issue and worthy of a much longer investigation,
but it's one that I find fascinating. It really revolves around the fact that not all water life
(or life generally) is reacting to the changing circumstances at the same rate.
As far as the effect on actual fishing
results are concerned, it is, as usual,
very difficult to assess, as without
extensive records going back over
many years it is almost impossible
to identify a pattern and with all the
other variables that our wonderful
pursuit throws at us, it is extremely
difficult to draw any safe
conclusions. Nevertheless, this is what we try to do and as far as my efforts this
Spring go I would have to say that, generally, the rate of action and success has
improved with the warmer weather. This seems logical, but comparing it with
Spawning is often starting earlier
previous seasons, when cold east winds and chilly conditions during April have
often proved quite productive on the tench and bream front, things have been a lot slower this year.
The last trip that I had was (early May) on the hottest couple of days so far this Spring with air temperatures up to 25 degrees during
mid afternoon. Carp were spawning, and so possibly, not invading my margin tench swim with their 'feeding head' on and this may have
helped with my tench prospects, although even this is hard to conclude because
an odd carp did succumb to
my margin tactics along with
a number of tench and a
couple of missed bites. All
very enjoyable, but what
has been learned? Fortunately,
I just love being out in the
waterside environment at
this time of the year and
the ongoing puzzle that is
(and probably will always be) the predictability of angling results or the analysis of it
all does not bother me as much as it once did. I like to think that I have a much
more balanced attitude towards my angling activities these days and although I still
want to learn as much as I can and improve my results, where possible, I now
accept that the world of angling is no level playing field, and will always keep you
guessing and, frequently, defy your best attempts to predict it accurately and 'up
your game'. However, I will always be trying to!

Best Fishes & Predictions, Bob Morris
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Piscatorial Politics
I know that I have spoken about this issue before, but, because I have a classic example of it at work here,
I thought that I would use it to demonstrate my point.
I am, and have been, a committee member of ‘Royal Tunbridge Wells Angling Club’ for many years and I have
to start by saying that I am completely satisfied with the way it all works and it is currently, in my view, about
as good as a committee can get - with everyone having their say and all matters being properly debated. We
are also very much engaged with helping to improve the riverside environment, both above and below water
and are involved in all sorts of projects to help fight pollution and so on.
Having said this, we don't always agree and votes are not always 100% in favour of a proposal. That is
democracy however and I recently found myself in a minority on an issue about the number of rods allowed for use by our members on our
stretches of river - mainly the Medway. It was proposed that only one rod be used anywhere on our stretches from 16th June until 1st Aug.
This was agreed by the committee on a majority decision, which I accepted - although I did not agree with, and it was then put to the AGM.
The reasoning behind this idea was (a good one) to relieve pressure on the fish during the time when they would (possibly) be spawning
and also water levels and oxygen content (may well be) at their lowest. There are plenty of reasons for me to be against this and I won't go
into it all here.
I was not able to attend the AGM, as I was away in Yorkshire for my
birthday, but suffice to say that 35 members attended (out of 300) and
the proposal/recommendation was adopted on a split vote. This meant
that it was passed by a majority of about 6 votes. I am pretty sure, from
what I have heard, that the majority of the club membership would not
have voted in favour of this proposal and my belief is that this is not a
‘democratic procedure’ as it denies the full membership the chance to
vote. This is not a criticism of RTWAS - as most clubs and organisations
in the angling world still use this system.
For this reason, I will be proposing to RTWAS and any other club that I
belong to that in future, all voting that would be done at the AGM is
conducted via email or ‘Whats App’ or similar closed social media groups.
I have used this particular example to avoid the possibility of ‘other
clubs’ assuming that it was some sort of criticism of them in particular.
It is a general point - the AGM, as far as voting goes, has had its day.
RTWAS - at work on Medway environment improvements
In this day and age, it just has to be the way to go. Bob M
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Warren White

07837 758923
www.coachingcoarsefishing.co.uk

Henfold
Bait & Tackle

07956 043922

020 7840 9212

www.countryside-alliance.org/the-foundation/fishingforschools/

SCOTTIES Fishing Tackle
u

25 Southwick Square
Southwick BN42 4FP
01273 592903

Hello and welcome to the June edition of the Junior Informer!
When you read this, you may well be enjoying the half term holidays and have been out to do some fishing! The lovely month of June is now with us
and we can look forward to some warmer weather. This month also marks the start of the new river fishing season on the glorious sixteenth!
I know many of you fish the lakes in the area, but, have you ever tried fishing a river? It is a completely different experience and is a great way of learning lots of
new skills. To be able to understand how nature works with moving water will give you a whole new view to fishing. We are fortunate enough to have a number of
rivers in our area, both large and small, which can offer a variety of fish and fishing. However, please bear in mind that many river stretches are owned by clubs and
societies so you may need to be a member in order to fish. There are some stretches of rivers that you may be able to fish on a day ticket, so it is worth popping in
to your local tackle shop for advice. Better still, why not join your local angling club? Clubs generally offer discounts to junior members and it is a great way of tapping
in to great tips and advice from members! There are some stretches of river where you can fish for free. The Stour through Ashford and also through Canterbury city
is free to fish as is the Medway through Maidstone. However, please be aware and take note of any signage regarding fishing, especially in residential areas.
A word of warning – riverbanks can be dangerous and are often steep and slippery and overgrown which can hide all sorts of things, so please be careful and
make sure you have an adult with you and your parents know where you are. Rivers are often very deep right in close by the bank so please take extra care!
BECOME A JUNIOR INFORMER SPONSOR! Why not demonstrate to the region's angling community that your business really cares about engaging with young
people and realises the huge benefits that fishing can make to their lives? Never has there been a better time to encourage more children out on to the banks and
beaches and to keep them as anglers for life. If fishing is to have a future, play your part now and become a sponsor and work with us to promote fishing to young
people through these pages and get the children outdoors! Fishing is far more than catching fish. It really is an educational experience in so many other ways and
remember that these young anglers are your customers of the future! The amount of sponsorship that you donate is up to you. We pledge that whatever amount you
are able to donate, we will place your business name at the top of the Junior Informer page for a whole year! Get in touch with me for a chat, just £10 per month (or
more if you are able) can go a long way to supporting this section! All the contact details are on the inside of the front cover.

We offer
Level 1, 2, 3,
FdSc, BSc,
full time
and part
time
courses!

Our students leave
us industry ready
for roles worldwide
with careers in
the Environment Agency,
CEFAS, Fish Farming
& Fishery Management
sectors

Hatchery Includes: 50 Aquarium Tanks & Recirculating Aquaculture Systems
Species Include: Carp, Koi, Tench, African Walking Catfish and Nile Tilapia
2 Acre mixed coarse lake • 2 Acres of growing-on-farm ponds
Strong links with industry • Excellent progression and career options

If you’re passionate about 昀shing or 昀sh keeping and want to make your hobby a career,
talk to us today! Visit www.hadlow.ac.uk or visit one of our open events!
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Each 'Ready, Steady, Fish' pack contains:
400g of shelf life Squabs • 3 x medium swivel Stonze weights
of 2 – 2.5 ozs • 3 x Gripz hair rigs (for 14mm baits use size 8 Gripz,
18mm baits use size 6 Gripz) • 500g of Carp Crush groundbait/method mix
• Anti-tangle foam • Boilie stops • Packet of Gammarus shrimp
• Packet of 15 x 10mm pop ups
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The fantastic pack is worth over £20! All you have to do to be
in with a chance of winning one of the ‘Ready,
Steady, Fish’ packs is to send your Catch Photo to
the Freshwater Informer by email or by message
on the Facebook page!

WINNER
of the PALLATRAX
‘Ready, Steady, Fish’
pack for MAY is...

Callum Easton

Albie - 26lbs Masons Lake

Dylan Green -Local gravel pit

George Bartholomew - 6lbs

Freddie Joe Beaney - Pittlands

Freddy Joe Beaney at Pittlands

Jack Butcher - 18lbs Eureka Fishery

Reuben Drake - 30lbs 1oz

Spencer Adams

Zak Chirashi at Eureka Fishery

Olivia Fredericks & Dad Frankie - 30lbs

Lena-May Cushman at Pittlands

Joey Lebbon - 9lbs Pittlands

Jenson Adams

Jack Tsalikidis

Devon Castleman - 14lbs 8ozs Hawkhurst

Joseph Martin

Charlie Mack with his dad Steve and a
new PB of 20lbs 2ozs from Lovelace

Charley Milton - 19lbs 8ozs New PB!

Corey and Niah at Clive Vale Reservoir

Sydney Smith - Club Water
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June update

from director
Charles Jardine

Typing this little piece for the rather wonderful Freshwater Informer invariably involves a
little ‘Happy Dance’ of one form or another... be it from the coaches’ quite phenomenal
efforts throughout the region, the young people and their responses to our Fishing for
Schools programme, the announcement of a Castaway event … something!
We have had an amazing Cortland Fly Fishing outfit up for grabs to those signing up for our
newsletter, but that offer expires on the 1st June so there is a little time left for those getting
the magazine early. For more details on how to win this fabulous prize head over to our
Fishing for Schools website and Facebook page. The other offering this month is to join us in
Norfolk for a very special retreat for those overcoming treatment for cancer.
Should you happen to know or be a person that might be interested by a day in the company
of like minded individuals, help develop a community and fish one of the country's prettiest
coarse fishing lakes just submit the request below…again like entry to win our fly fishing
outfit…this is all free of charge….!

Castaway
We are holding a free fishing and well-being day next month in Norfolk for people affected by cancer and open to all
adults and all types of cancer. Castaway’s one day fishing programme caters for those who have finished treatment
and offers an introduction to fishing, and the wellbeing benefits of the Countryside in a fun and supportive
environment. It is run by The Countryside Alliance Foundation and the event will take place at Lenwade near
Norwich on Saturday 18th of June. Building on the success of our events in Berkshire in Sept 2021 and April 2022,
we are delighted to bring Castaway to Norfolk. Feedback on our Berkshire events has been positive with participants
telling us that the day helped them to connect with others, they enjoyed learning a new skill and it helped build
confidence and self-esteem.
Individuals need to apply/sign up for a place. Further information and the application form is live on our website
(https://www.fishingforschools.co.uk/castaway) where anyone interested can sign up directly.
If that were not enough, later this month we intend launching an outstanding raffle aimed, to be fair, more at the fly
fisher – but not exclusively (although it would be a heck of a way to get into the sport! ) – and win two days on the
rivers Test and Itchen, both of which will be guided and outfits that match the exclusivity of the day to keep and …..overnight accommodation and dinner…
Now that is one heck of a prize!!!
More details of this great prize are here: Win the ultimate Fly Fishing Experience for two and supporting children through Fishing for Schools. This is a
unique opportunity to experience a magical weekend fly fishing on two exclusive beats of the Rivers Test and Itchen for two people. The lucky winner and
their guest will be guided by renowned fisherman Charles Jardine and the prize includes overnight accommodation. They will also receive a prestigious and
iconic Hardy Smuggler kit worth over £1500 and the winner's guest will receive a top of the range Ultralite rod and reel outfit, perfectly matched for this
spectacular fishing adventure! The fishing will take place on 16th and 17th September 2023 and these dates are non-negotiable.
To enter visit: www.raffleplayer.com/theultimateflyfishingdraw
Every ticket sold will help fund Fishing for Schools which takes young
people from all backgrounds out of the classroom and into the countryside.
This unique experience delivers education through angling and allows
the children to develop confidence and learn new skills.
So you see, a number of reasons to do a “happy dance”!
I have also just returned from the USA and spent three weeks visiting
a huge array of angling clubs covering thousands of miles but truly
buoyed up by the fact that there is real interest in what we are doing
both within Schools' Angling Education and for Cancer recoverees.
The whole thing has been heartening in the extreme and I suspect
something you will be hearing a huge amount of in due course. As
ever we are so busy on all fronts and with the mayfly bursting onto
our river surfaces and tench “fizzing” somewhere, so all in all and despite our woes elsewhere, it is not a bad
time to be alive!

Fish hard and love every moment …and give something back….! Charles
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A good news story!

FREE
Y O U ’ R E

Andy Humphreys

I N V I T E D

D.D.A.P.S YOUTH FLOAT
FISHING FUN DAY

Jack with a
fine common

Jack with his Gripz hooks from Andy Humphreys

Enjoy
professional
coaching with
equipment and
bait supplied.

Andy Humphreys was the Pallatrax
Catch Photo winner in the April
magazine. I notified Andy that Pallatrax had chosen his photo as their winner
and he would receive a set of their
Jack with his new PB
fabulous Gripz hooks.
To Andy's great credit, he asked if he
could donate them to a junior angler.
Jack Butcher, a young angler who has
done very well of late, came to my
attention after his successes at Ashford's
Eureka Fishery. I contacted Tyler
Clarkson, who runs Eureka Fishery, and
asked if he could pass the hooks on to
Jack if I sent them to him. Tyler kindly
obliged and sent me this photo of Jack
with his Gripz hooks! Thank you to
everyone involved in this heart warming
story, a true reflection of the lovely
people within our angling community!

at Eureka Fishery

Pharis has 'school' at weekends!
Leigh Harman sent in this report after a weekend away in the campervan with
son Pharis. Leigh is gradually showing Pharis all the various fishing methods
and judging by the photos Pharis is enjoying his weekend 'teach ins'!

All younger
guests must
be accompanied
by a responsible
adult.

HORTON KIRBY LAKES - SUNDAY 10TH JULY 2022
9AM UNTIL 3PM - JOIN US AND FISH FOR FREE
WWW.DDAPS.ORG

Everyone’s welcome
Dartford & District Angling & Preservation Society (DDAPS) are proud to announce the
return of a local family favorite - Our youth float fishing fun day.
EVENT INCLUDES

ON THE DAY

• Live angling displays.

• Equipment and tuition is FREE and in the
interest of fairness will be issued on a 昀rst
come 昀rst served basis.

• Awards for The Tackle Box Angler of the Day,
The Coaches Award and Fish of the Day.

• If young guests bring their own tackle they
will only be permitted to 昀oat 昀sh.

• Kent Police.
• Medical services.

• This is a private venue and as such we
regret that no dogs are allowed.

• Hot refreshments.
• Giant raf昀e with
great prizes.

“With a fine weather forecast, this weekend was the first weekend that we have been
able to afford to take Pharis away in the camper fishing since his front cover with the
chub (March 2022). As you know I'm teaching him the right way with all styles of
angling. This weekend we went to a campsite with a nice pond with loads of roach,
rudd and carp including orange ghosties and Pharis caught loads of fish on the pole up
to around half a pound. I also really wanted him to learn about stalking, with just a
hook and a bit of bread crust. He managed a small mirror as his first ever stalked fish,
but then managed some ghosties which he had never caught before. All these fish were
caught stalking with bread flake off the surface in weed and just with a single hook. It
was a great family weekend and great times sharing my knowledge and experiences.”

10 minute
walk from
Farningham
Road station.

No need to
pre-book,
simply register
on the day.

• Anti social behavior will not be accepted.
• Please take your litter home or use the
bins provided.
• Limited car parking available.
• Please bring suitable clothing/sun protection
for the prevailing weather conditions.

For further details contact:

Andy on 07385 933607
(Lines open 9am – 6pm, 7 days a
week from Monday 27 June 2022)

We are here
Horton Kirby Lakes Fishery
Horton Road, Horton Kirby, Kent DA4 9AX

D.D.A.P.S WOULD LIKE TO THANK
THE TACKLE BOX AND KENT POLICE
FOR ALL OF THEIR KIND SUPPORT
KENT

HENFOLD BAIT & TACKLE Henfold Lakes, Henfold Lane, Newdigate RH5 4RW

TACKLE HIRE AND TUITION AVAILABLE

07956 043922
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Family Fishing Day

at Latchetts Lakes

Crawley Angling Society and Sussex and Surrey Angling
Tuition are hosting a series of Free Family Fishing Days
throughout the Summer and the latest event took place
at Latchetts Lakes, Furners Green in mid-May.
Paul Jackman (pictured left), who
is the ‘mastermind’ behind these
popular events, kindly invited me
along to their latest day at the
Tim demonstrating fly casting
pretty Sussex fishery. The weather
behaved itself and visitors and
organisers were blessed with a beautiful warm and
sunny day, which although was most welcome, was
maybe not the perfect fishing weather!
There were lots of qualified instructors on hand to
assist newcomers to the sport and those returning
after many years away from fishing, but wanted to
hone their skills and get involved once again. The
instructors were able to demonstrate various methods including whip, pole, waggler and
feeder fishing along with setting up for tackling bigger carp. Tim was even on hand to
demonstrate the art of fly fishing for carp which was very popular!
Paul hopes that young anglers attending the various events will eventually achieve a Gold
sticker on their Cast Award. Beginning with the bronze sticker, each stage is structured and enables the young angler to literally start with the very basics of
fishing which includes the safe handling and care of the fish which is great to see.
I had only intended to spend a couple of hours at the
event, but stayed through to the early afternoon which
meant I was able to enjoy the free bbq that had been
Harrison Coombs
laid on by the organisers with Dave the chef sending
with Paul
out lots of burgers to the hungry hordes! I spent some
time with an angler named Clive who was returning to
angling after a break of many years. He told me that
he had bought a 'job lot' of angling equipment which
included carp and coarse kit. I chatted with him telling
Bobby Coombs
him what the many items were used for and showed
with Paul
him how to set up a waggler and fish the method
feeder. A thoroughly enjoyable hour was spent
chatting with Clive and I hope he goes on to enjoy his
return to the sport.
Michelle and Oscar Warley
Paul Jackman wanted to thank the many businesses
from Haywards Heath
for supporting this event including Latchetts Lakes for
the use of the lake, Jack Frost Tackle at Crawley for many
Oscar is pleased with his carp
donated tackle items, the
Angling Trust, CC Moore
and Dynamite Baits.

DATES FOR
YOuR DIARY

Archie achieved his bronze award

SATuRDAY 18 JuNE
Latchetts Lakes
SATuRDAY 6 AuGuST
Beaver Fishery
from 9am to 4pm
and FREE to attend!

Happy Days!

For more information and to book a place please contact Paul Jackman
on 07940 014296 or email sussexfishingtuition@hotmail.com
The Cohen family made the
journey from SW London!
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June update
by instructor

Warren White

My first course of the year for Fishing for Schools
started on May 4th at Shorne Country Park with a young group
from Rowhill SEN school, Longfield. We went on to Monk Lakes
the following week and then the third and final session of the
course was held at Hadlow College's Grove Farm Fishery.
This course was kindly funded by
Tesco Bags of Help scheme.

SHORNE COuNTRY PARK SESSION
Bit of rain today!

Big perch

This was the first Angling session for a group of young
Rowhill School students on a Fishing for Schools course
with funding from Tesco. It was great to be starting an
angling course with a group of young people that were all
new to angling. Shorne Country Park is always a good
venue for new anglers to start as it is full of fish, so gives
the novice students the chance to handle and try disgorging
fish. Today we caught a variety of fish including crucians,
tench, roach and rudd, but the star of the show was a clonking perch. Although we spent some time today under the
umbrella in the wet conditions, it certainly didn't dampen the students spirits. I had a message when i got home from
the teacher who was attending the event today saying that the students had a fantastic time, their behaviour was
amazing and they couldn't wait to go fishing again. Thanks today to the T.W.A.PS angling club for the use of the water.

MONK LAKES SESSION

The following week saw the young students from
Rowhill School at Monk Lakes. We had a really
strong westerly wind blowing in our faces, but the
new anglers coped well and really seemed to enjoy
the session. There were some good catches of silver
fish and carp. The students learnt to cast a rod and
reel correctly which was a real feather in their cap
and we looked at making groundbait correctly using
a riddle. One lad commented to me later in the
Mixing groundbait
session, “I always thought you went to the tackle
shop and bought groundbait already made up, I didn't realise you had to make it up yourself, so its
something new I have learnt today.”

Well done!

HADLOW COLLEGE SESSION

This visit to Grove Farm Fishery at Hadlow was the last session of three for the Rowhill School students. This group of
courses were about giving the young people an opportunity to try fishing and then hopefully in the future go on to do an
Angling qualification, which the school is known for. We tried something new today by bringing along an older BTEC
Nice carp!
student to help mentor the younger ones, and what a great success it was! Watching an older student give advice,
encouraging and helping a young student to catch a fish is something really special to see. Throughout this course our group of five lads and one young
lady have been keen, patient and have given it their all and I know they didn't want the course to end!

Once again my huge thanks to Tesco for their funding and making these sessions possible and to TWAPS, Monk Lakes and
Hadlow College for allowing us to use their fine fisheries for this course. Warren White
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Tenterden
Trout Waters

TENTERDEN TROUT WATERS
Coombe Farm, Chennell Park Road
Tenterden, Kent TN30 6XA

We aim to provide an excellent day’s sport
in beautiful Wealden Countryside.

Tenterden, Kent

Day Permit £40 = 4 best fish
Half Day Permit £28 = 2 best fish
Catch & Release &
Junior Permits available.
Regular stocking of top quality
Rainbows, Browns & Blues to 12lbs

May is always a good month to fish at Tenterden and our Anglers have been enjoying themselves with our recent stocking. It
TACKLE AVAILABLE TO HIRE
has been the month for Blues and as you can see from the photos Ian McKenzie caught an 8lbs Blue on a Humungus and
TUITION BY APPOINTMENT
Tony Harrison, who has fished with us for 30 years, caught his 9¾lbs on Damsel and it took him to his backing and 45
A TROUTMASTERS WATER
RANKED IN THE TOP 50 OF THE TOP 100 STILLWATER
minutes to land! His PB at Tenterden. Epic! Both caught on Lake 3.
FISHERIES IN THE BRITISH ISLES
We had a very enjoyable Trout Masters Competition
Contact (01580) 763201
Ian McKenzie
www.tenterden-trout-waters.co.uk
on the 15th May with 9 Anglers participating.
Malcolm Collins was our Winner with a 5 bag total of
8lbs Blue
Rainbows weighing 16lbs. Peter Thompson came second. Congratulations to them and we thank our Anglers
for supporting this event which made for a memorable day and the weather was perfect for fishing.

SuMMER CLOSING:
The Fishery will be closed all day from the 25th July 2022 and we
re-open at 8.20am 26th August 2022 – the Bank Holiday weekend.
Current patterns: Black Buzzer, Daddys, Montana Goldhead. Trout are deeper now it’s brighter, intermediate
line working well.
All 3 Lakes (just under 5 acres of water) are fully stocked with quality Rainbows, Blues & Brownies so make
sure you fish them all when you are visiting to get the maximum out of your visit, we suggest you move every
hour. We do request that our Brownies are returned to the water.
Our Lakeside Fishery Lodge is open for you to enjoy providing tea/coffee with our compliments. We have great
facilities with kitchen/dining/sofa, toilet and lakeside balcony where you can relax. All this adds to a good
fishing experience for friends and family at Tenterden.
Please call or email gaynor@coombe-farm.com 01580 763201 to book your fishing. If we don’t answer please
leave a message, name and number and we will get back to you asap. We will limit our numbers to 12 Anglers
fishing at any one time to create the space you all need.

Tony Harrison
9lbs 12ozs Blue PB
at Tenterden

Stay & Fish
Our Shepherds Hut accommodation is open for both Anglers who wish to stay and fish and for other guests
who just welcome a short break away in Kent. If a staycation is of interest to you this Summer then we are
offering 20% off our permit prices if you stay in our Ghillies Hut. For more info discover our ‘Shepherds Hut’
heading on our website with a direct link to Airbnb – click on Availability and Bookings.
Fishing Tuition will continue whilst we are closed for Summer - please enquire/book direct with Richard Stokes,
our Instructor, email richard@coombe-farm.com if you are interested in learning a new skill in 2022 and visit
our Tuition Page on our website for more info. Now is a great time to learn being the Trout Fishing season and
currently good weather. It is always fun to learn new things in life and you can purchase a lesson as a gift
voucher experience for someone special.
For an up-to-date fishing report please go to our website: www.tenterden-trout-waters.co.uk and click on
News/Fishing Report. You will find an Aerial Tour on our Home Page so you can view our picturesque Wealden
setting. Please follow us on Instagram and Facebook and visit our Gallery.
We are one of the Top 50 Stillwater Trout Fisheries in the British Isles and Trout Master Water.
We offer Gift Vouchers for that special present which can be purchased by bank transfer, cheque or cash.
Please call Gaynor on 01580 763201 or email: gaynor@coombe-farm.com – we can email/send them out for
you.
We look forward to welcoming you here for some exciting fishing before we close for Summer, when it becomes
too hot for fishing at our friendly, family owned Fishery where you will catch some hard fighting Trout!
Tight Lines – Gaynor, Richard, & Audrey.
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Brick Farm Lakes
Herstmonceux, East Sussex

We have been pleased to welcome a few groups to Brick Farm in recent weeks and the lakes
have been fishing well for them! We recently had members from Eastbourne
Angling join us and Stephanie Bell had the fish of the day with an 8lbs 8ozs
rainbow - the stunning fish is her new PB!
We also hosted an exclusive day for Reel Friends, but unfortunately the
weather wasn't on their side and the BBQ was brought indoors and the fire
was hot so everyone could dry off before heading back out after lunch when
the sun came out. Despite the changeable conditions the biggest fish on the
day was 5lbs 14ozs and nobody went away hungry!
Now the warmer and brighter weather is more frequent you'll be surprised
to hear that not every fish is being caught on a sinking line as often they can
be found only a couple of feet down from the surface. Keep the flies natural
looking and don't be afraid to stick a dry on and you should be making
contact. That said, who knows what the fish will be biting on tomorrow!
With the summer fast approaching we will be introducing some special
summer offers so please keep an eye on our Facebook page and website
(www.brickfarmlakes.co.uk) for details in the next week or so!

DATE FOR YOuR DIARY:

You are cordially invited to our Summer Party on Saturday 11 June,
but please do register your attendance with us so we can get an
idea of numbers. There will be a BBQ available, a ONE DAY ONLY
offer of 1 fish for only £20 and Snowbee will be on site with
tackle for you to handle and Simon Kidd will be doing a couple of
casting demonstrations and offering advice!
We look forward to seeing you at Brick Farm Lakes!

01892 826041 / 07951 304515

www.springhilltroutwaters.co.uk

51
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Andy Lush - The Friendly Fisherman

Trout Informer

Lure Fishing

Spring
Trouting!
With the weather improving James Gardner and I fancied a visit to Farmoor in Oxford OX2 9NS [07747-640707]
Unable to book a boat we decided to go and fish from the bank instead. We headed to Farmoor 1, the smaller of the two reservoirs.
The compulsory ‘catch and release’ on F1 means the fish have time to naturalise and feed on the abundant bloodworms, buzzers,
caddis and hog louse that populate the water. A recent stocking of sparctic trout, a cross between brook trout and arctic char, added
to our excitement. As always the weather plays a huge part in how the fish behave, the forecast was for a cloudless bright day so we
expected the fishing to be tough. No wind, no ripple, so no signs of fish, this wasn’t an auspicious start. The fish had to be
somewhere, so we started in a corner near the value tower, an area that had been productive previously. As always ‘confidence’ is an
essential part to being successful.
Our approach I chose to fish a team of unweighted buzzers on a floating line. My plan was to cast out and let my flies drop
naturally down through the water; I reasoned that at some point they would find the fish. James’s team of flies were a Fulling Mill
marabou tailed Diawl Bach – top dropper, an incredibly successful pattern for both on us, a red butted buzzer – middle and a FM hot
head damsel on the point, fished on a Rio midge-tip line. Using a weighted pattern on the point creates a steep angle in the leader
which means each fly fishes a different depth which is a very effective searching technique.
James's first fish, on his second cast, caused excitement so I guessed it had to be a sparctic. In fact, in the first thirty minutes, he
caught three more and a rainbow before the feeding spell ceased. My first take came as I was counting my flies down, it’s always
important to do this after each cast in an effort to identify the taking depth. When successful, you can then repeat further retrieves
through that depth band. On this occasion I’d reached seventeen, when my leader gradually straightened. I lifted quickly and felt the
satisfying pulse as a fish powered off towards open water. It always settles your nerves getting the first fish of the day!
No more takes on the slow sinking buzzers so a change was needed. I now switched to a FM Kingfisher Damsel on the point, Diawl
Bach – middle with a quill buzzer on the top. This team were fished in a searching mode i.e. cast and retrieved. I also decided a
move was in order. With the water so clear, I was convinced fish would quickly be spooked by repeated casting from the same
position. My first sparctic came shortly after moving taking the top dropper buzzer just sub-surface, after that it was as if a switch
had been ‘turned off’.
We systematically moved along the bank searching for feeding fish. On reaching the causeway that separates the two waters, we
decided to switch lakes and fish directly into the wind. This wasn’t easy, but fish often accumulate on the downwind banks at this
time of year. We both decided to fish the ‘indicator’ casting straight upwind allowing it to ‘dead drift’ back towards us. It’s important
to have a heavy point fly to anchor your flies vertically in the water. Any sideways movement lifts the flies and detracts from the
presentation. My flies were set at 3ft, 6ft and 9ft.
My first fish took violently, ripping line off the water as it powered off upwind. A second fish followed quickly and is one I’ll not forget
in a hurry. The ‘indicator’ buried as my buzzers hovered over the weed edge. As soon as I set the hook it rattled off like a scalded cat
taking all my fly line and continued into the backing. The reel’s drag was purring so I knew it was another good fish. As the backing
left the rod, stretched out above the water like a washing line, I
had the sickening sensation as everything went slack! My loop
connector to the backing had broken and my line was heading up
the reservoir at speed! I was gutted, to lose an expensive fly line
was one thing, but the thought of a fish towing my line with
three flies was distressing. It took me a long time to re-tackle
and calm down enough to fish properly again. A couple of fish
helped a bit, but I was still unsettled by the event. Then a
strange thing happened, two ‘indictors’ appeared in front of me! I
quickly cast over the new arrival and retrieved my lost tackle!
You can imagine my relief of getting my line back and more
importantly knowing the fish had shed my barbless hook.
The wind now freshened making it harder than ever to cast and
control the ‘indicators’ drift so we both reverted to our cast and
retrieve set ups. I couldn’t buy a take, but James was catching
fish making it look easy. We moved periodically down the
causeway heading back towards the fishing lodge. I finally
caught a fish and lost another after a long blank period. James
kept catching; in fact he was catching faster than ever! He even
walked away from one spot after catching four fish on
Andy’s first Sparctic trout
consecutive casts!! You can’t stop him when he’s in this mood.
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What could be the difference? We dissected the events of the day on
our journey home and came to the conclusion that his presentation
held his flies above the fish, about two or three feet below the
surface. My flies were fishing below the fish most of the time as I
struggled to turn my leader over, casting into the strengthening wind.
The slack line this created allowed my flies to sink too fast and
retrieving quickly didn’t lift them sufficiently to entice the fish. It just
shows what a fine the line it is between success and failure.
Return to Farmoor James Gardner and I couldn’t resist another
trip to Oxford, but this time we managed to book a boat! The
conditions were so much more favourable, a light breeze from the
south west with heavy cloud cover. The fish were ‘up’ moving through
the surface and although we both caught fish on nymphs I couldn’t
resist the temptation to trying dries. I quickly tackled up with a team
of dries and emergers. Black Gnat – point, black CDC Hopper –
Farmoor is famous for “fin perfect” silver torpedoes
middle, claret CDC Shipman’s – top. James continued nymphing, in
the time it took me to tackle up the dries, the conditions changed and
the fish evaporated. We continued drifting close to the downwind bank with little interest. We felt with the cooler weather our flies
were skimming quickly over the fish so we decided to drop anchor so we could use slower retrieves. Instantly, we started getting
takes, the problem was we kept losing them. Fish after fish came adrift and gradually the takes dried up, what to do next? A move
was necessary so we ‘upped sticks’ and headed further up the wind where it was more sheltered. It was ‘two coats warmer’ in our
new location and with better line control we started hooking and landing fish on a regular basis. We were casting our nymphs
towards the wall and letting the wind drift them closer. My point fly was a Fulling Mill Kingfisher Damsel, FM Nemo Cruncher – middle
and a green holographic ribbed Diawl Bach – top. James team consisted of FM hot head Damsel – point, FM red holographic ribbed
Pseudo Diawl Bach – middle with a FM marabou tailed Diawl Bach on the top.
By moving occasionally when takes slowed we managed to put together a respectable bag. Our final move of the day was inspired,
James suspected an area ‘off limits’ most of the day due to the launching of sailing boats, but might just hold some resident big fish
so that was where we headed. The breeze had all but petered out and with the crystal clear water we could see the bottom down to
15ft! We caught fish from this new location using the same tactics and I was fortunate in catching two big fish on the bounce which
confirmed his suspicion. We fished on until late making the most of another superb day on Farmoor.

Mayfly magic at Powdermill

Oh how we’d been looking forward to our return to Powdermill reservoir - Sedlescombe TN33 0PL [01424-870498]
With the cooler weather of late I wondered if it wasn’t too early to expect a hatch of Mayflies, but fishery bailiff Vic Partridge assured
us that the hatch had already started and we could expect action on our favourite dry flies.
As we left the jetty we could see fish disturbing the light ripple as far as the eye could see all the way to the downwind treeline, it
was good to be back! The fish were so close to the surface that James had to put a booby on the point to hold his nymphs up
‘washing line’ style. The only thing was the trout kept taking the
Booby like a dry fly! I failed to get any takes nymphing and
quickly switched to a pair of Wulff mayflies. Instantly, I started
getting offers so Vic’s advice had been spot on, as usual.
Converting splashy rises into hooked fish wasn’t easy at first, but
as the morning wore on and the temperature rose and the offers
WITH ANDY LUSH
became more confident, I started catching. The Golden Olive
Andy offers a guiding service
Wulff was out fishing the Grey Wulff and I was savouring what has
for those who want to learn
to be the best trout fishing the South East can offer. As if the day
more about ‘Lure Fishing’
wasn’t already exceeding expectations, the sighting of a Hobby, a
and ‘Fly Fishing’
small hawk that only shows up at Powdermill when the Mayfly are
hatching, made our perfect day complete!
LURE FISHING Fish a variety of reservoirs for Pike, Perch and

GUIDED LURE &
FLY FISHING DAYS

Til’ next month, tight lines - Andy Lush

Zander. These days are suitable for beginners and improvers who
wish to ‘fast track’ their way to success. Learn more about lure
fishing, the use of boats and fish finders, or just have a FUN day with
an experienced Predator angler.

FLY FISHING One of Andy’s favourite methods, Trout, Carp or Pike
can be targeted.
TROUT Reservoirs or smaller stillwaters in the South East. These days
are suitable for beginners or improvers who wish to learn ‘how to
catch more fish’, or just have a FUN day with an experienced fly
fisherman.

CARP & PIKE More anglers are looking to find exciting ways of
catching their favourite fish. Carp off the top during the summer
takes a lot of beating. Pike in the spring and autumn, whatever
their size they are a lot of FUN on the fly!

TO BOOK A DAY email: info@thefriendlyfisherman.co.uk with your
contact phone number and Andy will call you back and discuss
details.

James Gardner enjoying the mayfly fishing
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Coarse Fisheries

Beaver Farm Fishery Eastbourne Road
Newchapel, Lingfield RH7 6HL
01342 324006 / 07710 656041
Charlies Lakes
Steeds Lane, Kingsnorth, Ashford TN26 1NH
07857 539785
Chequertree Trout and Coarse Fishery
Bethersden, Near Ashford TN26 3JR
01233 820078
Claygate Lakes
Collier Street, Claygate, Marden TN12 9PL
07770 513448
Coombewood Fishery Redbrook Street
High Halden, Near Ashford TN26 3JH
07895 679569
Elphicks Fisheries
Spelmonden Road, Horsmonden TN12 8EL
01580 212512
Eureka Fishery Nicholas Road
Kennington, Ashford, Kent TN25 4AG
07597 879621
Frant Lakes Hawkenbury Road
Bells Yew Green, Tunbridge Wells TN3 9AP
01892 616424
Furnace Brook Fishery and Fish Farm
Trolliloes, Cowbeech, near Hailsham BN27 4QR
01435 830835
Gabriels Fishery
Marsh Green Road, Edenbridge TN8 5PP
07730 066088
Greenacres Farm Fishery
Sissinghurst Road, Biddenden TN27 8EH
07933 934942
Hartley Lands Fishery
Swattenden Lane, Cranbrook TN17 3PS
07703 825064
Hawkhurst Fish Farm
Hastings Road, Hawkhurst TN18 4RT
01580 753813
Horam Manor Fishery Horam Manor Farm
Horam TN21 0JB
01323 840889 / 07707 759364
Horsmonden Lakes
Grovehurst Road, Horsmonden TN12 8BQ
01892 838576
Iden Wood Fishery Coldharbour Lane
Iden, Rye TN31 7UT
01797 280180 / 07906 232225
Knightingales Fishery
Stone-In-Oxney, Near Tenterden TN30 7HA
07941 176205
Mousehole Lakes Maidstone Road
Nettlestead, Near Paddock Wood ME18 5HR
07725 783405
Orchard Place Farm Fishery Pearsons Green Road
Paddock Wood, Kent TN12 6NY
01892 838576
Pittlands Lakes Churn Lane
Horsmonden, Paddock Wood TN12 8HL
01892 723068
Sandwich Lakes Coarse Fishery Sandwich Ash Road (A257)
Near Canterbury CT3 2DA
07936 409912
Shirkoak Fishery
Bethersden Road, Woodchurch, Ashford TN26 3PZ 07973 410973
The Lakes at Beachborough Beachborough Park
Newington, Near Folkestone CT18 8BW
07469 809877
Tricklebrook Fishery
Colts Hill, Five Oak Green TN12 6SH
07743 955812
Willows Angling Centre
Bax Farm, Lower Road, Teynham ME9 9BU
01795 520887
Wylands Farm
Wylands Farm, Powdermill Lane, Battle TN33 0SU
01424 893394

Trout Fisheries

Brick Farm Lakes
Windmill Hill, Herstmonceux BN27 4RS
01323 832615
Cinder Hill Fly Fishing Membership available from
email: r.nathan@btinternet.com
01892 770903
Coltsford Mill Trout Fishery & Fly Tackle shop
Mill Lane, Oxted, Surrey RH8 9DG 01883 715666 / 07798 605867
Spring Hill Trout Waters
Albans Farm, Romford Road, Pembury TN2 4BB
07951 304515
Tenterden Trout Waters Coombe Farm, Chennell Park Road TN30 6XA
www.tenterden-trout-waters.co.uk
01580 763201

Tackle & Bait Supplies

Absolute Tackle 12 Wealden Forest Park
Herne Common, Kent CT6 7LQ
01227 636724 / 07809 330854
Angling Specialist (ASH)
29 Queen Street, Horsham RH13 5AA
01403 264644
A.R. Tackle
8, Castle Street, Hastings TN34 3DY
01424 422094

Arun Angling Centre The Old Blacksmiths Yard
Water Lane, Angmering BN16 4EP
01903 770099
Bodle Angling
Cuckfield Road, Burgess Hill RH15 8RE
01444 247757
Camos Carp Cabin
11 Turner Street, Ramsgate CT11 8NJ
01843 581784
Crowborough Tackle Shop 2, Lexden Lodge, Crowborough Hill
Crowborough, East Sussex TN6 2EG
01892 667671
Dens Tackle
73 Dymchurch Road, Hythe CT21 6JN
01303 267053
Eastbourne Aquarium & Reptile Centre
19-21 Seaside, Eastbourne BN21 3PP
01323 730635
Gabriels Fishery Tackle Shop
Marsh Green Road, Edenbridge, Kent TN8 5PP
07730 066088
Henfold Bait & Tackle Henfold Lakes
Henfold Lane, Newdigate, Dorking RH5 4RW
07956 043922
Jack Frost
Reynolds Place, West Green, Crawley RH11 7HB
01293 521186
Just Fishing Tackle
22, Marion Crescent, Orpington BR5 2DD
01689 637477
Kent Angling Centre
44 Seal Road, Sevenoaks TN14 5AR
01732 905088
Kent Tackle Hawkhurst Fish Farm
Hastings Road, Hawkhurst TN18 4RT
01580 754422
Medway Tackle Supplies
11 Twydall Green, Gillingham ME8 6JY
01634 475260
MFC Outdoor Store
9 Station Road, Hailsham BN27 2BE
01323 846883
NJ Tackle
150 Milton Road, Gravesend DA12 2RG
01474 353998
Orchard Tackle 58 High Brooms Road
Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4 9DB
07494 670328
Pinions Baits
431 London Road, Ditton, Aylesford ME20 6DB
01622 718580
Polegate Angling Centre
Unit 7, Birch Industrial Estate, Eastbourne BN23 6PH 01323 486379
Romney Angling
59 High Street, New Romney TN28 8AH
01797 362889
Sheppey Angling Unit 5, Regis Business Park
New Road, Sheerness, Kent ME12 1HA
01795 661089
Shorties Tackle Unit 16
The Glenmore Centre, Whitfield, Dover CT16 3FH
07563 620368
South London Angling Centre
286 Lee High Road, London SE13 5PJ
0208 852 4451
Sues Tackle Cabin The Spice Warehouse
Rye Harbour Road, Rye TN31 7TE 01797 225015 / 07980 290247
The Tackle Box
251 Watling Street, Dartford DA2 6EG
01322 292400
Trade In Tackle Maidstone Road
Wateringbury ME18 5EH
01622 814296 / 07941 085011

Angling Clubs & Societies

Bromley (Kent) & District AS PO Box 895, East Grinstead RH19 9ND
email: bdas-kent-enquiry@bdaskent.co.uk
Cinder Hill Fly Fishing Membership available from
email: r.nathan@btinternet.com
01892 770903
Cypry Angel Pool Bexley carp syndicate membership water
enquiries to Dean Bray
dean.bray@hotmail.com / 07843 272328
Fly Dressers Guild (Sussex Branch)
New members welcome
Contact Simon 07799 484166
Hastings Bexhill & District Postal enquiries to
S.Corke, 2 The Sidings, Bexhill On Sea TN40 1RF
Chris Pagan 07429 655237 / Steve Potter 07935 268174
Linton Angling Society
Jason Tuckey on 07983 569220
or email lassecretary@lintonangling.co.uk
North Sussex Piscatorials email: northsussexpiscatorials@gmail.com
Parish Lane, Pease Pottage, Sussex RH10 5NY
07824 443720
Tonbridge & District A & FPS
PO Box 131, Tonbridge TN11 8WB
Martyn 07802 248861
Wantsum Angling Association
01227 678063
or contact via website www.wantsumaa.co.uk
Advertise here for only £60 for 12 months or £30 for 6 months!
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Mousehole
Lakes

BAILIFF ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE

FOR UNLOADING YOUR EQUIPMENT
TO YOUR SWIM

NINE ACRES - THREE LAKES
Swift
Lake

Swift Lake

Kestrel Lake

SWIFT LAKE (Match/Pleasure) up to 2 Rods
Day Ticket : £10

© NEW CAFE OPENING IN JUNE ©
Kingfisher
Lake

KESTREL LAKE up to 3 Rods

Day Ticket : £25
60 hours : £85
24 hours : £40
72 hours : £100
36 hours : £55
84 hours : £115
48 hours : £70
96 hours : £130
5 days : £145 6 days : £160 7 days : £175
Exclusive Hire up to 6 anglers for 48 hours : £450

KINGFISHER LAKE up to 3 Rods
Day Ticket : £20
60 hours : £80
24 hours : £35
72 hours : £95
36 hours : £50
84 hours : £110
96 hours : £125
48 hours : £65
5 days : £140 6 days : £155 7 days : £170
Exclusive Hire up to 15 anglers for 48 hours : £1,000

Mousehole
Bait & Tackle
is open 7 days a week for all
your needs. Contact Joanne
on 07725 783405 for any
bait and tackle enquiries.

Maidstone Road | Nettlestead | Maidstone | Kent | ME18 5HR

07725 783405

www.mouseholelakes.co.uk

TOILET &
SHOWER BLOCK
WITH DISABLED
FACILITIES
FREE shower for overnight
& 48hr plus sessions
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